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HOW TO PHSSEIJT TO N0HI,L1L SCHOOL SUJSilTS THE RESOURCES OF MID THE
DEVELOPMEITT OF A STATS USI1J3 NEW HAI-IPSHIRE AS A TYPE STUDY.
1. To provide future teachers with definite and accurate information
concerning the State of ITew Hampshire.
2. To determine the proper techniques to use in the development of
the course.
a.V/hat various devices may be used in the different techniques.
(The technique used to the greatest extent will be be that of
the problem;but there will be occassions to us e the appre-
ciation technique . These tv/o constitute the major techniques of
the course .However , attention will be given to the general
techniques as motivation, socialization, etc ; to the minor tech-
niques as assignments
,
quest ioning, etc ; and to any special
techniques that may be applicable.)
S.To organize the subject matter in the terms of the learning
processes
a. Organization in terms of the child.
B.^The Social aims . «
1. To promote proper ideals , att itudes , and behaviour tendencies in
good citizenship through a knowledge of the history, resources
,
contributions , etc of the State of New Hampshire.
2. To develop ethical character through the careful selection of
content and methods of instruction.
S.To present to the pupils some idea of the vocational opportun"
I. The -purpose of the course .
.
4. The professional aim- —
•/
#2.
ltl«a in th« stat«*
4. To acquaint th« pupils with th« aacomplishmant of th« stata in the
fi«lds of litaraturs.art ,mu8ie,8oien««,«te as wall as its possibil-
ities far r«ertation,ato,80 that a mora worthy use of laisura may
ba aahiaTad.
H »Tha baalcground and tandanoies in Amarioan history that hare lead up
-to_tha offaring of thia ooursa *
. . /(j~2Z.
A* Is tha rasult of sararal tandanoias in Amariean lifa /C"*/^
1. Tha statas right issua ts tha idaa of oantralization in a Fadaral
gOT»rnrnant 1776-1860.
2. Tha tandanoy to vard allowing tha fadaral gOTarnmant to daralop
into a strong oatralisad goTammant talcing oTar many of tha stata
funation8|186^-1920.
3. Tha ra-aation against tha absorptioil of stata funotions by tha
•antral^ goTarnmant , 1920—
a.Sinoa tha CiTil War days had thought of tha Unitad Statas as
a whola to suoh an axtant that tha importanoa of tha stata
had baan lost sight of.
B.Tha naoassity for mora Imowladga of tha stata of flaw Hamp8hira«. . ./^-^.X
1. Cansus figuras show that 77^ of tha paopla lira in tha stata
in whioh thay wara born.(Of aoursa this does not mean that
they may not hare lirad outside their native state for soma i
time luring their life.)
2. Paopla in one seat ion of tha stata know little oonoarning an-
other seotion.ffor example Manchester dominates, if it so desires
the aatiTitias of tha ."otata Legislature)
i
« r
3. The industrial •onditlons of the state are sueh as to demand
inteliifent oonAlderatl on as to how they may be maintained,
a.rhe deeline of the teztile|^d the paper industries (to men-
tion only two) is a Ter^erloas problem*
4. The deeline of ^grloulture is auoh as to demand serious aonsid-
erntion.
5. heed for intelligent understanding tpf the /yL problems faoing the
state of ilew Hampshire as the 40 hour law, the deTelopment of the
water power resouroes of the state, oonserTat ion, eto*
6 . To deTelop an intelligent appreolation of Kew Hampshire— its
resourees, industries, people, ' nd its uontribut ions to the arts,
the soienoes.and to literature.
7. Heed for intelligent planning for the future of the state of
Hew Hampshire*
C. ^^rgely with a Tiew of oreating faith in Hew Hampshire the ; tate
Board of ''daeation has deeided that this eourse shall be giTen.^... 7.>L
( mtslde of the barest sicetohy statement the doTelopment of this
eourse has been left to ow i
III« yhe nature of the oourse« . ^
A. i^uilt around the iore of "Hare faith in Hew aaapshire.l
B. Deals with the geography, with the history ,and with the oontrl-
butlons of r^ew Hampshire to the welfare and deTelopment of the
nation, through the wor»c of its sons andjdaughters to literature,
art,mu8io, industry, <)duoHt ion, .ommeree,gOTernment and human wel-
fare- '.^^^ w-w ?3
(Thus is lar(5ely geography and hlt^tory.How far oan these be oor-
related and eombined?)
IV
.
The metkp^ ^eTelopin^j^_$his_aa.urse with normal sohool atodentd. i
A. Two possible prooeedures
. _ — — ^ ^ J^2^-^<f
pI
#4.
1. ^or ma to formulata the •oursa and Impoea froia abort |
2 . To realixa that the stadants ara fatara toaohers and as suah
|j
thay mast thln'C adaoatlonall7---thus tha daTalopment of this
eoarea baoomas a aooparatlTa antarprlsa
a. Tha hopa of raal affactlTa oarrieulana oonstraetion lias in
th« gatting 9^/ tha class-room taaahars to partioi ata in
and oooparata in tha oonstraotion of tha aoiireas*
B.Tha saaond proaaedara ohosan ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J^S
C«Tha first stap——'to work oat ^/ with tha normal sahool stadants
aB andarstanding of tha propar major tachniqaas to usa ^S-^L^
\
1. Tht problam taohniqaa to dominate
2. Tha appraoiation taohni< ua to ba ased somewhat
S.Tharfl is little opportonity for the project technique many
of the so-called projects are only purposeful actiTities that
are well motiTatad* \
4.i^undamental that the students understand tha nature of 1-2-3,
and that they use the proper teooni ues.
a. Courses in geography, history, etc are still being taught by
the drill technic ue , which is the wrong one*
i>«iiacond step— to determine what the taacherd^ aims shall be
^^""^f
!• Worked out cooperatiTcly
2. They are
a* To reoogniie the social aims of the course
b«^'o use the proper techniques
cTo deTelop4 the spirit of inTestigation
d.To dcTelop the spirit of appreciation
e*To make proper correlations*
3* Are these aims suoh as oan be realized?
R. Third step-- Jo determine vhat the papils should be in possess-
1(
Ion of fh^n this coarse shall hav« been taoght in the public
l.So far as tha geographical aspects were concerned .they
app ar to be
a. To Imow what the industries of ^ew Hampshire are and where
are they located
b. To know ./hat faetore oausftd the industries tj locate in
the state
0. To imow what the natural resources of the state oontrib*
ute to the Tarioas industries
d.Io know where the raw materials for the various industries
are obtained
e*-^o icnow soioething about fhe processes of manufacture and
production
f. Io appreciate the amount of skill required by the work-
,
men In currying on the industries
g. To know where and how the products of Kew Hampshire's
iQ Industries are disposed of
h*To know and appreciate the significanae of the problems
faeing Hew Hampshire's industries.
1. ro be able to recognize and appreciate the influence of
geography in the ooAnomio, social, and political life of
flew Hampshire
2. So far as the historical aspects are concerned they appear
to be
a. To know what the influences were that caused the state
to be settled
b«To know about the aotirities engaged in by the settlers
aa part of tha aot of settling and in gaining a liTli-
hood*
a. To know about the various social and political phiioso-
ft
#6.
phl«8 and Inatitutions that harm praTailod froai the tia»
of aettleraent down to th« present t Ime ( Hiduoat 1 onal , rel Ig-
ioas.polltioal, social, eto.
)
d. To know about the IIt^is and aote of the outstanding histor-
ioal oharaotors from the days of settlamont down to th«
present time f
e. To know what Hew Hampshire has eontributei in various
lin^s to the deTelopinent of the nation
f. To appreciate the signifioanoe^ of the historioal aspeets
of present day problems faoing the State
3. So far as the aspeots of Hew Hampshire's sontributions to
literature,musio,art,soienee,huaaa welfare.eto are oonoern-
ed they appear to be
a. To icnow what the oontributions are and something oon-
oerning the nature of then
b. To know who the psrsons were and are that hare made the
sontributions^ and the oonditions under whioh they worked
s«Can 5ew Hampshire oontinue these sontributions?How so?
V.^ouroes of materials for the deTelopasnt of the oourse ^ ^i^i^j
A« Sources of geographical materials and information laotiing—
the few that do exist are short
,
fragmentary and not detailed*. w^Z-^^!)
l.List of books eontalning geographical information about
Jfew Hampshire
:
a. ^SBential3 of Oeography by BrighanUUisFarlane—New Snglaad
Supplement— Artlele on Hew Hampshire by >'»allaoe E..<iason
fl3 pages )Tery general in its nature, nnd the statistics
have not bean revised thoroughly.
b. Nsw Geography, Book II. by Atwwod—Hew -England Edition—
author ot th. .nolo on s„ HwpaWr, 1„ tl« 8uppx.„«nt

#7.
1
not stated
— Sljpag^s— Tsry general in Its nature—no eta-
tisties.
• •N«w Geography, S«eond Book, by Tarr&iieMurry—Hew England Sup-
plement by Philip 3merson—4 pages—statist ies of population
only, and these are based on the 1910 Censuc , although the copy-
right date is 1920
—
general in its nature,
d. Other books :Human Geography by J.Hussell Smith; AdTanced
Geography by .^oidurry-Parkins; AdTanced Geography by Dodge
and sueh geographical readers as Carpentet^, Allen ' s,ete
touch upon New Hampshire briefly in their treatment of
New Kngland.The statement in the main are general*
2. Since few boolcs are aTailable that contain geographical in-
formation, other methods must be used to obt4in it ,a8
abusing bulletins , maps and other literature published by the
(l)State UniTcrsity, (2)State Dept. of Mucat i on, (|) State High-
way Sept. , (4) State Board of Agriculture |5 ) State Dvpt.of for-
estry/ ( 6) State Board for Public Utilities, (7)State Publicity
Board, (8 ) ^tate Library, ( 9 ) State Historical Society, etc.
b. Bullet ins, pamphlet 8, circulars, and lettersdn answer to direct
inquire ies) from the Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade
of the cities and towns of New Hampshire,
t. Trade catalogs, adrerti sing circulars, illustrated pamphlets,
ete issued by the manufacturing concerns, the financial in-
stitutions , the hotels, etc of New Hampshire.
d.T^e Compendium for New Hampshire based on the 1920 Census is
a storehouse of statistical information.
l.The problem of"making figures talk".
3. TO furth,r
.appl.™.nt th, n>at,rials taue obtained
.aoi, etad.nt
Ij
i
(
X
t
is to make a study of har hom% to^m from tiia geographloal and
historioal Tiawpoint.
4< Oeaassional talks by oitizans on soma sabjaot emphasizing the enjll-
tire field corered by this coursa
B« Sources of historioal information are more abundant if()-if^
l.List of books containing historical information eonoerning Ifew
Hampshire
•
a. History of New Hampshire by Staokpole(5 Vol* ) Detailed and oom-
plete-*exoelleat souroe
•
b. The Story of Ifew Hampshireby (J..V. and Browne— a good short
treatmemt "
• •Sew Hampshire in History by H.H.i.letoalf—a good short treatment*
d. Colonial Life in Hew Hampshire by J^H^JPassett .--interesting al-
though elementary.
e*xii8tories of the Tarioua eounties as Sulliran, Cheshire ,eto. Are
ayailable in eonsiderable detail.
f. iionadnook Heoords of Three Centuries gathered by Helen Cilutting
g. History of .<eene by tiffin—rather detailed
h. Histories of many Hew Hampshire towns are arailable
1. Histories #f the Tarious regiments of 5ew Hampshire are also a
considerable source of information
Piles of Tarious newspapers contain much information
k*The State Library and the State Historioal Society hare helpful
material that is aTailable
G* Sources of information concerning New Hampshire's contributions to
art, music, literature, science, etc are to be found in
l.Histories
8. Biographies
3. Works of literature
Ir
4«Magazlnes as The (^ranlte Montlily
5*Nawspap9r8
6«Lett«r8 recalTad from persons who hare and are contribating to
New Hampshire's deyelopment along these lines*
VI, Problems to \^ solTed in the preaentatiQn of thia eonraa. l/^-^J^
a/ Shall the "^separate Compartment" arrangement of subjects (i«e* geo-
graphy .history, etc as such) be the method of presentation?
!• Shall the geographical aspects of the course be presented under
the heading of geography?
£• Shall the historical aspeets of the course be presented under
the heading of history?
S« Shall the art .music, science , literature , etc aspects of the course
be presented under the heading of art .music. literature, science,
eto?
B. Shall the rarious subjects as geography, history, literature, art
,
musie, science , etc be scrambled into one course?
X.How / shall it be accomplished to prevent a hodge-podge?
C*Shall some parts be^scrambled" and some parts be presented as ^ep-
arate compartment subjects?
D* Shall metods of presentation( teaching methods) be developed separate-
ly or simultaneously with the unfolding of the subject matter?
l.Is diffioult to separate method from subject matter.
2. Proper technique should be stressed at all times*
Y/T TTSrg ad/aaf Cfiur^e Qft wot-Ked out
^
i
l
^lltL-ll^
.8ir
aieqaqeweHI.d
0^ ^ni^udlt^flo© »1B baa »TBd orfw enoBTsq moil btTle09t aT«i^*©J.3
.Bsnll ©aarid" anolB tnemqoIeTeJb a'©Tlrlaqm«H w*tt
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List of Authorities and Bibliography for this Thesis.
As this thesis represents an attempt at ourriculum construction
rather than research into a subject or phase of education already po
eessed of recognized standing the extent to which authorities and
bibliographies have been used is best revealed by reading the text
of the thesis. In many respects the work represented here is origin-
al for when one seeks to find similar studies he finds that very
little has been done .Plence , the materials brought out by class-room
discussions and the light shed by one's ovra teaching experiences
must of necessity be incorporated into the thesis.
1 . Atwood, 'Yallace : L:ew ]^eography, Book II.
Ginn & Go. ,1920
5. Branom,IvI. :The Teaching of Geography.
Jinn& Go. ,1921.
3. Bass, R. 0. , ^x- Governor of ITew Hampshire : various addresses and
articles
4. Buttorfield,E. W« , Commissioner of rsducation for ITew Hampshire:
various articles and addresses.
O.Browne
,
J. LI* The Story of New Hampshire
Standard Book Co., 1925.
6. Colling r^Hlxperiraenting with the Project Curriculum
The Llacmillan Co., 1925.
7
. Davie , J. B. S. , Commissioner of Labor for New Hampshire : Various
reports and addresses.
e.Davis, J.B. ,Dr. :Courses given at Boston University.
r
9 . Dewey, John :Deraooraoy and Education
The ..lacmillan Co., 1916.
School and Society
Chicago University Press.
10. Dewey, John and Evelyn : Schools of Tomorrow
E.P.Dutton&Go
.
,1915.
11. Dodge & iirchwey : The Teaching of geography in the Elementary
School
Rand i.IcITally Co., 1913.
12. Fairbanks, H. W. , Dr. {Article in the Journal of vJeography, Nov. 1927
12 . Passett , James : Colonial Life in New Hampshire
14. Jriffin :A History of ICeene
Sentinel Publishing Co., 18 97.
15. Hat oh, R. W. : Training in Citizenship
Charles Scribner's Sons,19£6.
16. Hartwell,E. C. ; The Teaching of History
Houghton Jiflin Co., 1915.
17. Kilpatrick:?'oundations of I.Iethod
The Llacmillan Co/, 1927.
le.Xendall&Stryker: History in the i^lementary School
Houghton :iflin Co., 1918.
19 .Mahoney, J. J. ,Dr . : Courses at Boston University.
Article in ^ifth Yearbook of the Dept. of Super
intendence,1927(In Chapter XII)
f (
<
I fe
20. Mason, Wallace 3.: jeography of ITew Hampshire in the Supplement
of Brigham & LIoFarlane's j^ssentials of Geo-
graphy.
American Book Co., 1915.
SLIicLIurry Parkins : Advanced CJeography
The Macmillan Go.,19EE.
2E.IIetcalf :New Hsunpshire in History
23. national "Education Association:?ifth Yearbook of the Dept. of
Superintendence ,1927.
The Third and ?inal iieport of the Committee
of the Department of Class-room Teachers on
the ^.valuation of Instruction, 1926
.
24. National Society for the Study of IducationjJ'ifteenth Yearbook
1916.
Twenty-second Yearbook, Part 11,1923.
Twenty-sixth Yearbook, Part 11,1927.
25. Hug:g,H.0. ,Dr. and John Hockett^ et als : Objective Studies in
Map Location
Teachers ^^ollege
,
1925
.
Social Science Pamphlets
Teachers College , 1926
26
. Packard ,L . 0. :Courses at Boston University
28.Nutting,r . :LIonadnock iiecords for Three Centuries
28 .Publications of the various State departments and Bureaus deal-
ing with their respective activities in New Hampshire.
1
E9.Ridgley,D.C. ,Dr. :Courses at Clark University
geographic Principlas
Houghton Lliflin Co., 1925.
$0£ch9ville : A History of ]5urope
Haroourt , Brace Sc Go.,19E5.
31. Smith, S.S. ;Jeaching geography by Problems
Do able day, Page & Co., 1922.
22 Smith, J. r.. : Human geography
John C.Winston Co., 1921.
SS.Staokpole :k History of ITew Hampshire.
24.Stimson,R.W. :Vocational Agriculture by the Home Project.
The Llacraillan Co., 1919.
25 .U. fe. Bureau of the Census: State Compendium for New Hampshire
based on the 1920 Census.
26.IT.S iureau of P^ducat ion : Cardinal Principles of Education
f Bullet ine25) 1918.
27. Various newspapers and magazines of the State were consulted.
28. Wilson, 1.1.1. , Dr. :Gourses given at Boston University
Lleasurementof History and Civics.
American Education, Sept
.
,Oct
.
,Nov. ,1927.
S9.'.7ilson Wilson ;I.lotivat ion of School Work
Hougton Lliflin Co., 1921.
40. Various educational magazines.

POREWORD.
This study represents an attempt to present to normal school
students the resources of and the develpment of a stat§,so that they
may not only know the content involved but that they may be able to
present the subject in the most efficient educational manner possible
to the pupils in the upper grades of the elementary school (6th, 7th,
and 8th) or in the first two years of the Junior high school (7th and
8th) , depending upon which school organization prevails in the town.
The unit studies presented in outline form in this thesis repre--
sent the result of a cooperative effort in curriculum construction of
my normal school students with myself .They are set forth with a real-
ization of their shortcomings , but with the feeling that they represent
sincere efforts. The outlines themselves are constructed with the idea
of serving as guides in respect to method and selection of subject
matter. Since they are to be "guides' they permit of freedom to the
teacher so that she may modify them to local conditions.
The abilities of the pupils in the several grades in which this
material is to be presented have been constantly icept in mind.
e
HOW TO PRESENT TO NORI-IAL SCHOOL STUDENTS THE RESOURCES OP AND
THE DEVELOPLISNT OF A STATE USING THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
AS A TYPE STUDY.
INTRODUCTION .
Even though we live under the best material conditions that suay
people have ever enjoyed, we give but little thought to their sources
and to the stories of the efforts of the men and the women who I/l
have developed them. And, too, we accept the cultural and spiritual
accomplishments that are our heritage with little thought of the
endeavor, the persistency, and the sacrifice of those who have made
thena possible. Kenoe,in this age which seems to make it appear that
what we are possessed of is the result of oar own activities , it is
n
well that '.ve give thought to those factors and co^ributions of
others vhich make present day American life possible, so that we majr
live more carefully, more appreciatively , and more purposefully , and,
thus, pass on to the generations that follow a better social heri-
tage. It is incumbent upon us that as we use ,that we, also, add to
this heritage.lt is with the belief that such effort can be made to
bear fruit that the Course suggested by the title of this paper
has been undertaken.
I. THE PURPOSE OF THIS COURSE.
-A. The professional Aims.
l.The Informational Aim.
This Course is being presented to senior elementary normal
school students (two year course) at the State IJormal School at
2eene,New Hampshire in an eighte)i week periodftwo nine week peri-
c
ods "^itii nine weeks of practice teaching intervening betv/een each peri-
od). These students are the teachers of tomorrow. It is not a distant
tomorrow in which they become teachers; it is next September that they
start their real teaching work. Then, they are "on their own". It is
evident , therefore , that this Course is a professional as well as a
n
GOj^ent course. Consequently, it is pertinent at this point that the
professional aims of the Course be formulated.
It is a well accepted maxim from the professional point of view
that a teacher must nit only know how to present subject matter but
that she shall be well versed in it. "One cannot teach what she does
not know" .Accordingly, the first professional aim that has been formu-
lated for this Course is: To provide future teachers with definite
and accurate information concerning the State of New Hampshire. And
this is no small undertaking ,as little is available from the geo-
graphical and from the contributional ( works of the men an d women of
Uew Hampshire) viewpoints. Additional comment on the worthwhileness of
this aim is not needed.
2. The Proper Techniques Aim for this Course.
The second professional aim of this Course is: To determine the
proper teaching techniques to use in the development of this Course.
In the treatment of teaching techniques ^ have been guided by the
thoughts and ideas that were developed in the following courses at Bos-
ton University: (1. )ivIethods of Teaching; f 2 .) Curriculum Construction; fS)
Educational Psychology; (4) Arithmetic r:econstruction(professor Guy M.
AI
J
TTilsonj (5 'iildaGation in Citizenship ; (6 ) Improvement of Teaching through
Supervisionfprofessor John J. Ivlahoney) ;( 7 ) Organization and Supervision
of the Junior High School ; f 8 ) Guidance (Professor Jesse B.JDavis ) ;and(9)
Fundamentals in the Teaching of 5eography( Professor L. O.Packard ) . In
addition^ the work that I took under Professor Douglas G.Hidgley of
Clark University in The Teaching of Geography in the i^lementary School
has bean helpful, v/hile it is manifestly impossible to point out at all
times in this paper where the ideas of techniques have been derived, it
is hoped that they will square at all times with the intents of the
courses mentioned above. i^^ot only have these courses been considered in
the treatment of the techniques , but such books as the following have
been fo^und to be helpful :( l).Iot ivation of School Work by Wilson I- \Yil-
son; (2) llxperimenting with a Project Curriculum by Colling; ) School and
Society by Dewey; (4)The Schools of Tomorrow/by Dewey; ( 6 ) Democracy and
Education by Dewey; f6)The Socialized Recitation by Robbins; ( 7 ) The So-
cialized School by Hobbins ; ( 8 li'oundations of i.iethod by Ailpatrick; ( 9 )
The Teaching of .Geography by Branom; { lO-^Teaching Geography by Problems
by Smith: f 11) The Teaching of Geography in the Elementary School by
Dodge (2: ^irchwey; (IS)The Teaching of 'rlistory by aart7;ell; (13 )PIistory
in the Elementary School by Kendall & Stry-ier; (14 ] Vocational Agricul-
ture by Home Projects by Stimson;and(154T]ducation in Citizenship by
Hatch. Magazines and publications like ^Iducational Review, American l^d-^
ucation, Teachers College Record, Yearbooks of the National Society for
the Study of Education, Proceedingsof the National "Educational Associa-
tion, The Teachers ' Journal and Abstract, The Journal of Geography, School
and Society, Elementary School Journal and others were helpful.iiliscel-
laneous publications of various teacher training institutions , bulletins
from the United States Bureau of Education, from the National/5 Edu-
cational Association,e/g/,The Third and ?inal Report of the Committee
f
of the Department of Classroom Teachers on ?;valuation of Instraotion,
and from State dnd city courses of study helpful suggestions were glean-
ed.
a. The Problem Technique in this Course.
The technique that will he used to the greatest extent in this Course
will be the problem technique . i'his is a major technique . The other major
techniques are the drill, the appreciation, and the project.
As Dr.''/ilson pointed out in his course in i/iethods of Teaching the
problem technique calls for thinking and reasoning—thinking a thing
through to a conclusion .But as Dr. Wilson indicated people only think
when they have to;and this occurs only when the subject to be thought
about presents a challenge to the mind. The feeling of a challenge-
"Can you do it^'*— is fundamental to the problem technique . Indeed, it fur-
nishes one kind of motivation. A problem must not be petty in in^^ its
r
nature; it must be serious enough to a^use and stimulate thought and re-
flection; it must be serious enough to stimulate intensive effort ;and its
solution must ofl'er compensation of such a nature as to be a worthy re-
ward for the energy expended.
Herbart's il'ive Formal Itepa contained the germ of the problem meth-
od. Indeed, it may not be overstating it to say that the Five Formal Step§,
which Herbart intended to be applied to all teaching, were better adapted
to the problem technique than to any other .Dewey, the apostle of Herbart
in this country, has adapted and modified the Five Formal iSteps so that
they may be set forth in non-techiickl language as follows:

Dewey's Scheme of Problem Solving.
1. A pfe^plexing situation is met.
2. A defining of the diffioulty(a definition of the problem
by the class.
)
5. A noting of possible solutions or tentative conclusions.
a.
b.
c . •—.——
-
4. An applying of the solutions.
5. A further weighing leading to the acceptance of one of the
solutions
.
It would be unwise to accept Dewey's modified plEin as being the only
correct proceedure for the solution of all problems .Once any definite
mode of proceedure is accepted as being the only way of presenting sub-
ject matter it is apt to become sterotyped and lifeless. ^Nevertheless
,
the Dewey Scheme is helpful as an indicator of the proceedure to follow
But more helpful than Dewey's Scheme is Dr. Wilson's Score Card for
the Problem. A score-card is for the purpos* of measur4ngnt and evalu-
ation. By it (the Score-card) an indicator or gauge is obtained to show
the worthwhileness of our problem and the extent to which our problem
conforms to the ideal. This Score-card, like Dewey' Scheme, is expressed
in non-technical language.
Dr. Wilson's Score Card for the Problem Technique. •
Points of rating
i
1. Should grow out of a real difficultyf either encountered by
an individual or by the class.)
1e
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2. Should call for reflective thinking. 20
2. Should be as broad in scope as the maturity of the
^roup will permit^a real challenge.)
4. Should be formulated by the class (thus , making it
real and personal.)
20
10
5. Should call for activity or a least be in the form
of a question. 10
6. Should meet the other requirements of a well moti-
vated- situatioa. 20
100
The problem technique is at its best when it is child centered
rather than teacher centered. This statement does not eliminate the
teacher, but presilipposes a cleverfin the best sense of that word)
teacher instead. The teacher will treasure the questions smd the pt^r-
plexities of her children;and,if these are large enough in their nature
she will note them and use them as the basis of either immediate or
future study. If they are limited she will cause them to be answered
or will guide by additional reading. The children bringing out their
own problems is the best criterion as to whether they understand the
nature ^ of them and are interested in them.
The problem proceedure should develop openmindedness . " Your point
is well takenjfijbut what is your authority. "John should be allowed to
work honestly to prove that his ciDnclusion to the problem is correct
as well aa ivlary's;but if he is wrong, it is the duty of the teacher
with the aid of the class to hejp him to come to that state of mind
where he will accept Mary's solution, if backed by authority. Perhaps,
r
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the most important thing in the problem technique is that teachers
(we) do cause children to think through the problem or situation
honestly .
The problem technique is the method that is applicable to the
study of geography, history, oivics , economics, sociology, the political
sciences, and many of the branches of science.
Since this Course id largely involved in the thinking through of
situations and problems the major technique that will be used mostly
will be that of the problem tecnigue
«
b.The Appreciation TecWque in this Course.
There are times vrhen a person may undertake a study for the pur-
poses of enjoyment and broader understandings.lt is not pursued to
acquire the mastery of facta nor for reflective thinking save as these
may be incidental .V^lien a study is undertaken for the purposes mention-
above (in the first sentence of this paragraph) the appreciation tech-
nique is the one that should be used.
The first step in the appreciation technique, if it may be called a
step, is the creating of an atmosphere of interest which emenates from
the pupils themselves, in so far as that is possible. This does away
with teacher compulsion, for to be the product of teacher compulsion
the interest would be of such a nature as to lessen or destroy the en-
joyment by the pupil, which is the the fundamental aim of the apprecia-
tion technique.
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Next, the pupila|mast be permitted to have what Dr. Wilson oalls "prop-
er exposure'* . This means that the pupils should not be crowded to the
point of counter reaction--that the teacher shall not be too anxious to
have the children part aice . There should be "a sampling and the creation
of additienal interest."
Then, thought must be given to the proper handling of related funda-
mental knowledge .Enough of this related material should be given to ex-
plain difficulties and add to enjoyment ; but it should not be carried to
the point where it begins to annoy the pupils and dest:jj^s their desires
for understandings and enjoyment, i'or example, in the study of poetry
the mechanics of meter should not be emphasized to any great extent, for
what is desired is appreciation and enjoyment of poetry and not the
method of building poetry. In geography statistics may be easily over-
done, as may dates and facts in history. Of course reasonable repetetion
is not ruled ojtt,but care must be taken to be sure that it remains reason-
able .
Also, the appreciation technique provides for expression and growth
on the part of the children* This should be natural and free. This permits
the individual child to tell the group why he has liked the activity that
has been participated in, or it permits him to present something that he
en Joys ,e .g. ,his favorite poem, painting, piece of music , character ih^
history, scenery, hobby, mechanical contrivance or what not.
Since the appreciation technique is for enjoyment and for understand-
ings, it is not desirable to give tests—at least the essay tests or any
of the newer type of tests now existant. This is one undertaking that the
children shpuld be permitted to engage in without having the specter of
r
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a quizz in the backgroiind.i^xarainat ion results are not^as yet/according
1 "
^
to Dr.V/i^son )the means of finding how sucoessful the appreciation tech-
nique has been.riather , is the answer of its success to be found in the
ideals
,
attitudes, r^nd behaviourist ic tendencies that have been engender-
ed thereby. And, perhaps it is just as well that we do not try to measure
these by the common pedagogical media.
The study of the resources of and the development of a state offer
opportunities for enjoymrnt and for understandings. Hence , the appreci-
ation technique is one of the techniques to be used in this Course.
Of course, it will be used much less than the problem technique.
c.The Drill Technique in this Course.
The drill technique has to do with the conditioning of the children
so that automatic responses are given when desired. -he pupils should
know at once that 2X2 = 4. There should be no hesitation. This implies the
mastery of facts. Since the mere mastery of facts and the giving of
automatic responses are not primarily sought, the drill technique will
not be used. Such a technique is best adapted to arithmetic, spelling,
formal grammar, and allied subjects and not to this Qourse .ITevertheless,
much of the geography , history , civics , literature , etc now taught in our
schools is presented by the drill method.
d.The Project Technique in this Course.
The terra project is subject to much loose thinking. The term has been
seized upon as a "cure-all"— a wonder working medium applicable to all
r
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sab jects. Several years ago Dr.Horne laanohed a study to determine what
the term project meant to teaohers in service. He addressed his letter of
inquiry to teachers in all lines .propounding five questions as to the
meaning of the term. He secured a variety of answers showing many di-
verse conceptions . Dr .xvilpatrick in 1918 gave impetus to the word project
as a means of vitalizin^g the school work. i3ecause of the war conditions
and the dissatisfaction with the old, the idea was favorably received by
the profession and given wide application--so wide in fact that its real
meaning is not clear today.
Antedating the ^lilpatrick enunciation was the work of Kufus W/Stim*-
son of the Ivlassachusetts iState Board of !i]ducation in regard to home pro«
jects in agriculture. Stimson's scheme as explained in '-he i.Iassachusett
s
Home Project Plan of Vocational Agriculture ( United States Bureau of Ed-
ucation, Bulletin#8. 1914. ) has four main points or principles . They are:
1. A thinking problem that leads the pupil to a planning for the doing
of it.
2. A sizeable plan for the doing.
3. That there shall be supervision by an adequately trained person;
the supervision to be frequent and detailed.
4. That the pupil gets the results of his work.
In the opinion of Dr.'.Vilson above is the sense in which the term should
be used in school /;ork.
Xilpat rick, who is now much annoyed by the diarection that his term
project has taicen, would have the word project dropped and the idea "of
purposeful activity well motivated"substituted in its place . Gollings
most excellent book .'Experimenting with the Project Curriculum is really
rf
nil*
based on Zilpatrick's idea of "a purposeful activity well motivated"
rather than on Stimson's conception of a pro ject . St imson ' s term is
best applied to vocational activities and such ^^i/ creative enterprises
as ',7oald be found in the manual training or domestic science activities
of the school.
-lilpatriok' s idea of the project— "a purposeful activity well moti-
vated"— is in keeping with the basic idea of this Qourse .Zilpatrick'
s
scheme » then, is not a separate technique , but rather a device that ma. y
be used in any of the techniques. Stimson' s plan will seldom, if evg^^func-
tion in this Course if its meaning is kept clearly in mind.
e.The Special Techniques in this Course.
V/hen the term special techniques is used, it implies some such scheme
or system as the Cary.tjie Winetka.or the Dalton to mention the best known,
^liile all vary as to details the essentials are the same. They mark an
attempt to provide for individual differences. The Tinetka System embodies
the essentials of the other schemes. The main points of the V/inetka are:
l.No recitation period.
E.An assignment booi which also contains the answers and references
is used.
3. The child corrects his work by the book at stated intervals.
4. The child continues this proceedure until he has finished the unit.
5. When the child has finished the unit he notifies the teacher, 7/ho
gives him an examination which he must pass 100;.; before he is per*-
mitted to proceed to the next unit.
This system is excellent for the drill sub ;jects , being somewhat ahead of
most schemes . Its value when applied to geography, iiistory, and allied sub-
jects is, as yet , doubtful. These subjects are not primarily for the mast-
ery of facts and for automatic responses
. Since the materials in this
rr' f
i
I
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Course are dra-,7n very considerably from geography, history, etc the spec-
ial techniques Till not be used save as they may offer a useful method
of treating some particular phase of this Course, which v/ill be very rar^,
if ever. This is said with the realization that some school systems claim
that they are using these special techniques in the social sciences .i^ew
London, Connecticut claims to be teaching history by the use of one of
these special devices. 3ut as it has been explained to rae,it seems to me
that they have lost sight of the very essential fact that history is a
thinking subject and not a mastery of facts sub ject .Hence , the problem f
technique should be used.
•.Organization in the Terms of the Learning Process Aim.
This aim means to organize the subject matter of this Course in terras
of the learning process .!?ormal and technical organization is not desired,
but rather is an organization in terms of the child's learning process
desired. jprom the work of Pavlov, Thorndike ,et als -ve i^ow have the so-
called Laws of Learning, which roughly represent the way in which a child
learns. They arefl)the Law of Readiness ;( 2 ) the Law of i^xercise
;
/^and (2
)
the Law of Effect (or Satisfaction/. This means that the work presented
must provide the child with motivation, repetet ion, ( reasonable ), and satis*-
faction.Hence ,any course that is well organized must keep these three laws
in mind when the arrangement of subject matter is worked out. An attempt
has been made to do so in the organization of this Course.
While in sympathy with the Dewey-Zalpatrick idea of the child cen-
tered curriculum, the writer has not bean insansible to Dr.H. O.ifugg' s per-
tinent criticism that the lack"of definite direction"is apt to character-
child
ize many of the so-called^oentered curriculums. In the same article (Ob-
jective Studies in liap Location, Qhapterll , entitled Curriculpa flaking and

the Critioal Study of Sooiety)Rugg indicates his objection to a currioa-
lum 77hos9 activities are built only on the child's felt needs by saying
that to agree would be to deny the preparatory function of the school,
and that to do so, would leave many necessary things undone. *^ugg believes
that "the life advocates" by the verjr nature of their program are placed
in"a watchful waiting" position. The writer of this paper does not wish
to be accused of making"a beautiful straddle "of the issue. Kather does he
believe that there is much good in the philosophies of the Dewey- ^ilpat-
rick School and in the Rugg-Hockett School. Hence, he has tried to make j,
the Course be in many respects { 1 ) child centered ; (2 )preparatory for life;
and(3)cover the necessary things that a child and that an adult should
know. He trusts that he has done so.
The writer fe ?ls that he has dealt with the psychological outcomes
aspect of this Course in organixing the subject matter in terms of the
learning process under the treatment of the techniques . The reasoning or
thinking, attitudes and ideals, which would be the psychological outcomes
of this Course have been dealt with under the problem and appreciation
techniques
.
B.THe Social Aims of this Course.
There is existant no better statement of the sociological objectives
of education than Bullet in7fi35 (1918 ) of the United States Bureau of Edu-
cation ent itledCardinal Principles of Education. T^ile supposed to be for
Secondary Education they (the Principles) are now accepted as applying to
all education. Therefore , the writer^the^terminology of that publication in
its wider application in this paper.
l.The Citizenship Aim of this Course.
1.1
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The first social aim of this Course is to develop and promote the
proper ideals , attitudes, and behaviouristic tendencies in good citizenship
through a knowledge of the history, the resources , and the contributions
of the State of New Hampshire . It will be noted that the preposition in
rather than for has been used. Contrary to the notion coimnon in the schools
citizenship is part of the everyday existence of the child and not some-
thing into which he is suddenly plunged at the age of twenty-one .^s Dr.
Mahoney pointed out in his course in Education in Citizenship the child
must early be trained to malce those adjustments thalfmake for the best
living in those small group relationships which are part of his every
day existence. In the same course Dr.Mahoney brought out that "democracy
is not a fool-proof institution" ; its proper functioning is dependent
uponfllan intelligent electorate ,and( 2) an interested electorate . The first
social^aim of this Course .therefore , is to develop that type of citizenry
as will cause American democracy to function batter than it has in the
past. And the study of the State of New Hajnpshire that is herein outlined
is an attempt to give the basis for the exercise of good citizenship.
2. The Ethical Character Aim of this Course.
"In a democracyatic society ethical character becomes paramount
among the objectives of the school" ( Cardinal Principles of Secondary Ed-
ucation.) To dj^elop this ethical character an attempt has been made in
this Course to select subject matter and methods of instruction as may
best achieve this aim. The attempt has been made to develop this ethical
character through indirection. Personal responsibility^^ initiative , and the
spirit of service have been encouraged through the study of the lives and
the activities of the men and women that have made worthwhile contribut-
ions to the State of New Hampshire and to the nation.

2. The Yooational Aim in this Course.
While this Qourbe is not a vocational one, an effort is made to pre«
sent to the pupils some idea of the vocational opportunities that are ex-
istant '.vithin the State of New Harapshire.lt airas"to develop an appreci-
ation of the significance of the vocation to the community, and a clear
conception of the right relations between the members of the chosen vo-
cation, between different vocational groups, betv/een employee and employer,
and between consumer and producer Cardinal Principles of Secondary 2d»*
ucation on Vocational Education, p IS) Some of the most serious problems
facing the citizenry of New Hampshire have to do with"gett ing a living".
According to Mr. John 3. I^avies^ Commissioner of Labor for New Hampshire
there is as yet (1927 ) little appreciation on the part of employers of the
desirability of engaging local joixng people in their business activities,
especially in those positions that ti^^li^l result in executive leadership;
and on the other hand his studies seem to indicate that the educated and
€Uiibitiou3 youngsters feel that opportunity exists only outside of the
State of New Hampshire. In a quest ionaire sent out to over six hindred
empAsiyers only fifteen replied that they were making any effort to util-
A
ze local (New Hampshire ) young people in their business. Por the good of the
e
State of New Hampshire such conditions ought not to be'. It is evidnt
that a more intimate knowledge of the State's resources, abilities, and
industries is needed by all.
4. The Worthy Use of Leisure Aim in this Course.
Perhaps this aim may be ^^i^t best stated by using the v/ords found
in Cardinal Principles of 3ducation(p.l6) ."i^ducationshould equip the i
Individual to secure from his leisure the re-creation of body, mind, and
spirit, and the enrichment and enlargement of his personality."
r
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"This objective oalls for the ability to utilize the oomraon meaas
of en joyment , such as music, art , literature , drama, literature , and social
intercourse .together withthe fostering in each individual of one or
more avocational interests."
—3-One of the surest ways to prepare pupils worthily to 1k> utilize
leisure in adilt life is by guiding and directing their use of leisure
in youth."
d °^Thus, by acquainting the pupil with the accomplishments ^ and opportun-
ities in the fields of literature , art , music , science , etc in Kew Hamp-
shire ,as well as the possibilities in and the attainments in re-creat-
ion a desire for a more worthy use of leisure time may be achieved.
While the writer of this paper does put forth a claim for worthy
home-membership as an aim of this course, it does seem to him that an un-
derstanding of the art music, literature , etc of Hew Hampshire mentioned
under the worthy use of leisure time aim as being^ factor that would re-
sult ""in fi/raore beautiful homes and greater joy therein" (Cardinal Prin>-'
ciplea,p.l£.
)
II. Tir^ BAC^gROUUD Ml) TSivQEIJGIIjlS III ^U-ORIOAN HISTORY THAT HAYS L3AD
UP TO TH3 0?FSiaN(l OF THIS COURSE.
A. The Result of Several Tendencies in American Life.
The first organization that the American Colonies took unto them-
selves during the Revolution was marked by its lack of organization. The
Articles of Confederation, sometimes called 'ft rope of sand", held the col-
p
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onies together in a very uncertain form antil the adoption of the l^eder-
al Constitution. The Articles of Confederation were the logical outcome
of the Colonial state of mind. Each colony was jealous and suspicious of
each other; and all were fighting to rid themselves ^of a strong central
government .Hence no such form of government was desired by the colonies*
V/hen economic ruin and complete political disintergratinn threaten-
ed the Thirteen States finally adopted the Const itution. The reasons for
the adoption are well stated in the jPreamble to the Constitution.lt
speaks of forming a more perfect union, establishing justice , insuring
domestic tranquility, promoting general welfare, and of securing the bles-
sings of liberty for posterity. I.Iany
—
probably the majority- thought with
Jefferson that the federal GJovernment should only do those things that
the state governments had shown their ^incapacity to do and to conduct
e
the foreign affairs of the nation. As to how far the Fedral Government
might interfere and compell its laws to be accepted by the states con-
stitutes the basis of the conflict between state rights and centralization/
This struggle began with the adoption of the Constitution and extended
down to the days of the Civil War in increasing bitterness. Y/hile John
Marshall's decisions and the Civil '.Var did much to extend the scope of
the Federal governaenti powers, they did not settle forever this vexatious
question of where the states ' rights end and where the Pedj^al begin.
During the Civil '7ar,when the Pe^al Government was engaged in a life
and death struggle, it was natural that it took unto itself such powers
as were needed, and the taking was not seriously quest ioned. The result of
the Civil Ti'ar was that the centralized government emerged strengthened
immeasurably; and this strengthening had popular approval f outside of the
South.of ooura9).?rom 1861 down to 1920 the Federal
^oyernment steadily
r1
i
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took over many of the functions that had been thought previously to be-
long to the states. These seizures of rights or activities were frequently
justified on the basis of reform .efficiency, or police power .Hence , the
federal G^overnment during that period removed restrictions on the suf-
frage, levied income taxes , regulated commerce and transportat ion,prohib-
a
ited the use of certain beverages and drugs, attempted to control and lim-
it the conditions of labor for children, and also engaged in a multitude
of activities intended to promote industry and social well being.
Perhaps, as a result of the tremendous power exercised by the Nation-
al Grovernment during the 'Vorld T/ar and partly because of the Constitution-
al Amendments enacted during that period, there has sprung up since 1920
throughout the entire country a determined opposition to the absorption of
state functions by the Federal G-overnraent and to the further strenghthening
of it by legiilative enactment . The decisive defeat by the states of the pro-
posed Twentieth Amendment--the so-called Child Labor Amendment—^was due
to the desire of the states to check the giving of such wide and irrevocable
power to the Federal Government .iloreover, the states are beginning to feel
t%l^ there are many activities that they "on the actual ground" are infin-
itely better fitted to handle than a distant Federalji bureaucracy •
Agaiin,an American is really a citizen of a dual government--a state and
a national-— and he is more aware of his state government than he is of
the national, for he comes in contact with it more frequently.
B.The Necessity for ;iore IZnowledge Of the State of New Hampshire.
A study of the Census figures show that about 77;o of the people live
in the state in which they were born. Of course, this does not mean that
they have not lived outside of their native state at some time in their
IF.
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lives ;nor that the novvar states like New Mexico would show suoh a high
average
.
Yet, the people in one section of the otate do know little concerning
the other sections. It is an American characteristic to treat rather
lightly the clairas of another section of the state from the one in which
the person is living. Indeed, poltical lineup in the state legislature is
frequently on the basis of geography as "the up-state delogation"ythe
Western sect ion" , "the doTmstate group"etc;or sometimes it is on the basis
of industry as "the textile crowd" Vthe farm group", etc. Ilew Hampshire
due to the clumsy representation system which gives Manchester more repre-
sentatives than any other place, that city is in an unusual plaGe"to bar-
gin and trade" in legislative deals. Thus , Manchester is put in a position
of great influence and it is only by understanding the real needs of the
State that she can best use her position.Tvhether she has always done this
or not is a question; without doubt there are times when the basis of trad-
ing has been no higher than that of political expediency, ij'ew people have
any adequate grasp of the varied nature and extent of Wew Hampshire's in-
dustries . Their notioni:(are vague and general.. To many people in the &tata
of New Hampshire Keene is a small city in the south-western part of the
State {if they know its location that definitely) engaged in the manu-
facture of chairs ;wherems, -'Ceene is a highly diversified industrial city
having thirty-four distinct industrial act ivities , exclusive of those
usual service activities that go with rial1 cities and towns (e/g/
,
gro-
cery stores
,
garages, laundries , etc . iLikewise , Llanchester is a textile
city of some kind, when in reality Manchester is also important for shoes,
paper, cigars, boxes, brushes, clothing, and many other articles .Again, this
lack of adequate knowledge of the State frequently prevents the intel-
ligent gauging of an industrial or developmental project in another

the telephone, the automobile , the radio, and numerous other ageoies of pub-
licity.
• The industrial conditions of the State of New Hampshire at the pres-
ent time are such as to demand intelligent consideration as to how they
may be maintained at their present level, let alone increased. Nor is
the problem peculiar to Hew Hampshire; it is the problem of all New Eng-
land. The decline of the textile and paper industries , to only mention two,
is a very serious problem for New Hampshire . i'he reasons for the decline
are too lengthy to enter into at this point .Nevertheless , much of the
propperity of the State is loclced up with the welfare of these industries
How they may be returned to prosperity;or » if this is impossible ,what
industries may be undertaken in their place constitutes a serious ques-
tion for the citizenry of the Jranite State.
Despite the growth of population within the State and the nearness
to the excellent markets of New England and the Middle Atlantic '-'tates,
the agriculture of New Hampshire has steadily declined in importance
since the Civil War. In the 1910-19E0 decade according to the Census
Reports the total acerage in farm lands declined from a V^rr acres
to 6^7 3,^(5^acres a decrease of :^^;o,thus indicating the abandon-
this means that much marginal land went out of cultivation. This decline
in agriculture cannot all be explained by the economics of the marginal
producer, for some of the causes are of a decidedly different nature.
The testimony of history is such as to indicate that no country or sec-
tion can entirely neglect the welfare of its agriculture and be entire-
ly free from the threat of economic and social upsets. ^n New Hampshire
farm area of the State. Of course
almost evry major line of farm production shows a decline. Despite the
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faot f according to Professor Potter, the Pomologist at the State Agricul-
tural Experiment Stat ion) that llew Hampshire grows apples that rank in
quality with the world's best, the fruit . stands of the State generally
offer V/ashington and Oregon apples for sale. Hillr is probabljr produced
in quantities sufficient to meet the needs of the State, but ]fi there are
bitt few others, that do."ithout additional discussion it is evident that
the condition of New Hampshire's agriculture is ^ such as to merit and
demand the most serious consideration as to it present problems ajid
careful planning to intelligently meet its future needs.
There are other serious problems facing Ilew Hampshire besides those
mentioned in the two proceeding paragraphs .New Hampshire faces a very
preplexing proposition in regard to the so-Galled"?orty-eight Hour Law",
which, while designed to be applied to the labor of women ffnd children,
would automatically be applied to men (excepting in agricultural pur-
suits). Shall IJew Hampshire be labeled as reactionary if she continues
to reject it?Or is her rejection simply a method of self-defence against
those states that have a longer v/orking week than she now has?Indeed, it
is a very serious problem that cannot be dismissed lightly.
The problem of the wis^ use of New Hampshire's water power is wor-
thy of at least a separate paragraph. Apparently ,I^^ew Hampshire is in the
grip of the Insuls with their '.Vestern backing under the name of The
Public Service Company of ITew Hampshire. Despite the name, the water power
t
resources of the Spte are in the hands of an octopus , which according to
Samuel Insul,its president, no law Federal or state is adequate to con-
trol it 'This statOxTient is made on the authority of The ilew ^ilngland Home-
stead i.Iagazine . This condition has come about because of the apathetic
attitude of the inhabitants of the State of New Hampshire , who have re-
fused to give any inteUigent thought to Sx-aovernor Bass's program of
1
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"New Hampshire's water power for the development of New Hampshire's
industries*' . It is questionable whether this resource can ever be re-
gained for the people of ITew Hampshire— at least without a long and de-
termined fight.
Conservation is one of New Hampshire's most serious problems .Ac«
eording to the State forestry Department 23 "Jo (1-5) of New Hampshire's
land is worthless , i .e it does not in its present state earn its taxes,
let alone any interest on the investment . "^r to put it another way, two
acres must be taxed to carry the expenses that should be carried by thre
The greater part of this land under a scheme of scientific forestry
could be put to work producing crops of timber. The DemonstsBtion For-
est of Yale University located in Keene and Swanzey hac shown that pine
(white and red) is not only a profitable crop, but that most of Southern
and Central New Hampshire is ideally fitted for the growing of it.iiike-
wise,the work carried on in the National .^orest in the Northern part of
the State has proved that section to be well adapted to the growing of
spruce, fir and certain of the hardwoods.lt is not only in timber culture
that New Hampshire needs to practice conservation, but she ne-?ds to give
thought to the conservation of her water power, her soil, her wild life,
her scenery, her arteries of transportation , etc . The term conservation mean
to use but not Abuse ;and it is in this sense that it is used in this pa-
per .
Thus, it is evident that the future of New Hampshire calls ^ for in-
telligent planning. Such planning should neither be based on a bubbling-
over optimism nor on a hopeless pessimism. It must be based on an intelli-
gent facing of the facts and not on the dodging of them.New Hampshire is
not decadent; she is not "a has been".Hather is she a state facing serious
I
corapetetion.yet possessing resources in man and materials that will per-
mit her under intelligent handling to make those adaptations which will
ii^fr^i^f jdj^/ allow her a useful and productive future a period in which
New Hampshire 'vill give adequate compensation and service in exchange
for that which she will ask from other sections of the country and world,
there is too much of the dignity, of the strength, of the firniHess , and of
the endurance of the granite of her hills in the fibre anad make-up of
her aanhood and her womanhood to cause her to do any differentlyiJew
Hampshire asks no odds; all that she does ask is fair and impartial treat-
ment .
C«Why It 'A'as Decided to Jive This Course.
It has been largely with a view of creating faith in New Hampshire
that the State Board of Education has decided that this Course shall be
given to the future teachers of the State during the period of their
attendance at the State Normal School .^^ortunateljr or unfortunately, out-
side of the barest sketchy statement of what the Qourse was to be, the
development of it has been left to the writer, "^ence , before the writer
goes on to tell about how the Course was developed, it seems pertinent
that the next topic to be considered should be a brief sketch of the
nature of the Qourse itself.
Ill* IHS NATURE OF THIS CQUP.S3.
A. Built Around The Core Of "Have n'aith In New Hampshire"*
JTaith has ever been recognized as a mighty power. It is that power
which leads men to do the seemingly impossible , whether it be the removing
of mountains or the conquering of deserts. There is enough that yet remains,
enough that yet inspires, and enough that yet rewards to shout -^^^ fniti i
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the words"Hav9 faith in New TTacpshire and adeq^uate recompense shall be
yours I" As Calvin vCoolidge
,
in an article written for the National Geo-
graphic Llagazine shortly after the Boston Police Strike , asked his read-
ers to"Have faith in Llassachusetts", so may her sister state of ITew
Hampshire ask those who question herj^ future to "Have faith in New
Hampshire"
B.What This Course Deals With-
This Course may be said to deal with three subjects or aspects.lt ^
deals with the geography, with the history, and with the contributions of
the sons and daughters df New Hampshire to the welfare and the develop-
ment of the State, the nation, and the world. through their work in liter-
ature
,
art , music, education, commerce
,
government , invent ion, industry, human
we Ifare, etc. Thus the Course is largely concerned with geography and his-
tory, for the third thing mentione , i .e
.
, the contributions, is largely a
matter of history.iJaturally, therefore , the question arises: To what ex-
tent can these phases be correlated and combined? And this question has
been a serious one in the writer's mind from the start.
IV»TH5 liETHODS OF D_^VELOPING THIS COURSE vVITH NOHI.IAL SCHOOL STUDENTS.
A.Two Possible Proceedures.
At this point the writer feels that there are occaasions whereby a
clearer conception of the evolution of this Course may be obtained by
employing the first person rather than the thitd.This change is not made
in a spirit of egotism but rather because it will more adequately show
the prooeedure followed by him.
Tfhe two proceedares that might have been followed will now be dis-
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cussad.
l.The Course Llight Have Been Imposed Jfrom Above.
In the development of any course there are at least two possible
proceedures. In the first the instructor (myself )might formulate the
course and impose it upon the normal school students from above. This
is probably the easier way, if ease alone is sought. In so imposing a
course the normal school student has no protection from the dogmatism
of thw instructor ,and5he has no feeling of partnership in an enterprise
that should be mutual. I decided not to so present the Course.
2. This Course Is The Result/ flf A Cooperative Undertaking.
The students of a normal school are the future teachers and as such
they must come to think educationally. But how can they think education-
ally unless tney are given opportunity to so think? The normal school as
Dr.Mahoney pointed out in his course in Improvement of Teaching through
Supervision, has done a good job in methodology--"the how of it"— but
as yet it has done little with the "'Why" and the '^^Yhafof it. A teacher
today should know more than simply how to present a subject; she should
know the basic educational philosophy back of what she is teaching.
Dr. Wilson in his course in Curriculum Construction constaiitly emphasized
the fact thaU"the hope of real effective curriculum construction lies
in the getting of the class-room teacher to participate in and cooper-
ate in the construction of courses." In his course in the Improvement
of Teaching through Supervision, Dr.Mahoney pointed out that such an
democratic
endeavor is in keeping with the^ideal that is slowly f^/i^f jt^ per-
colating American education. The supervisor and the teacher should co-
operate purposively to the end that the children shall receive better
instruction. Thus, curriculu^n making becomes an activity that is think-
1c
III
f
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ing in terms of the child. It was with such thoughts as those mentioned
above in mind Hi^-i plus it-^H the idea of giving the normal students
training in how to participate in curriculum construction and to think
educationally when they become actual teachers that I decided to make
this Course a cooperative enterprise.
B.The Second Proceedure Chosen.
In all my normal school work I have e\^ tried to dissolve the at-
mosphere of "teacher and student'*; or puttinjit another way to banish
the idea of "task-master and servant " .lather have I tried to put forth
the feeling that we were cooperators—equals—seeking the best answers
and methods in a matter of mutual concern. I, as a teacher, am present in
the capacity of a guide to give as much liberty and freedom as is con-
sistent with true progress, and when this condition does not prevail then
I must assume the responsibility of seeing that the right path is taken
and that advancement toward the desired ob;jective id made. It was with
the feeling that this method of proceedure makes all the students equal
among themselves , and in turn equal cooworkers with me (the instructor)
that the scheme herein described was undertaken.
C^The First Step In The Cooperative Working Out Of This Course ;An )
Un^derstanding ©f theproper Techniques To Use.
Once the method of proceedure had been determined upon the first step
was to work out with the normal school students an understanding of thB
proper techniques to use in this Course . '.'hile the students were some-what
familiar with the various techniques from their studies in pedagogy, it
seemed wia^ to have them review and elaborate this iaiowladge and see its
application to this Course. This was brought about by readings and discus-
sions based on such books asfl) Wilson&Wilson' s
.:otivation of School
rL
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Work; (S)Colling»s3xperim9nting with a Project Gurrioulum; f 3)a£ilpatric]i'^S
:?oundation of Llethod; f 4) Branom' s The Teaching of ^"leography ; (5 ) Smith'
s
Teaching Geography by Problems; (6) Hartwell's The Teachin of History;
(7)Kendall and Stryker's History in the Elementary School ; andf 8 ) Stim-
son's Vocational Agriculture, ileadings :7ere also given in various pro-
fessional magazines as (1 ) American- Educationfthe article^ by Dr.G^.M.
Wilson on The Measurement of History and Civics in the September
October, and I!ovember,1927 was ver^ helpful , as have been the articles by
Miss Erhard and Hr.Koody on Teaching Techniq.ues in the September and
October issues) ; (E) Teachers' College Record; (5 ) The Journal of Geography;
(ji//(the September issue H contained a ve2>y excellent article on the
Report of the Committee of the National Council of Geography Teachers
on the C>eography Curriculum for the Junior High School4 ; (4) Elementary
School Journal ; (5 )Educationf the article by Olive Nolan on Socialization
of G^eography in the December ,1927 issue was stimulating) ;( 6 )Education«
al Review; and f 7 ) the Journal of Education. Various publications of the
United States Bureau of Education, several State Goursesjii of Studyf among
those looked over were the Virginia, the Pennsylvania, the Maryland, the
North Garolin^^he Oregon, and the South Carolina Courses ), city courses
fas those of V/est Hartford, Conn. , Trenton, N. J. , and Los Angeles, Cal. )
,
a number of publications of the National Education Society(especially
The Third and Final Report of the Department of Glass-room Teachers on
the Evaluation of Instruction and The }?ifth Yearbook of the Department
of Superintendence )were perused and proved to be helpful .-iore good re-
sulted from the classroom discussion undoubtedly than did from the
readings themselves . frequently, the readings meant little until they were
clarified by class-room discussion.
l.The Problem Technique To Dominate.
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1. The Problem Technique To Dominate.
As s^esult of the readings and clasroom discussion the students
decided that the problem technique should dominate in this Course*
As I have discussed the nature of the problem torohnique in an earlier
part of this paper it will not be treated here.
2. The Appreciation Technique To Be Used.
From the readings concerning and the discussions of the appreciation
technique the students decided that in a course dealing with Uew Hamp-
shire's Re sources, Development, and Contributions there are things to be
studied primarily for the understandings and enjoyment that they bring.
Hence , it was decided that the appreciation technique could well be used
in this Course. Since the appreciation technique has been developed
elsewhere in this thesis it will not be taken up here.
2. Little Opportunity for The Project.
My students decided to accept the Stimson scheme or standard for the
pro ject . TJierefore
,
they concluded there would little or no opportunity
for thff project in this Course .However , when Kilpatriok' s present concep-
tion of the projecf'a purposeful activity well motivated"is intended, then
the students decided that it should be used continuously but not with
the label of project attached to it. These differences in the meaning of
the term haire been pointed out previously, so that no discussion is need-
ed here.
4. Are The Techniques Decided Upon For This Course Being Used In
Present Class-room Proceedures?
Many of the students felt that a considerable amount of the geo-
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graphy, history, and civics worii now being presented in the elementary
schools was taught more by the drill technique than by the problem and
appreciation methods. The necessity of preparing ^ for the present types
of exfiuninat ion (largely fact type tests) was one strong reason advanced f.
for the use of the drill technique. Moreover , many of the students felt
(and in this they were supported by authority,e
.g« jDr.ViTilson) that the
so-called Standardized Tests now used in the Social Sciences did not
"jibe" well with the appropriate techniques, namely the problem and ap-
preciation. Dr. Wilson^ s investigations as reported in recent issues of
American Education tends at least to verify that belief. On the other
hand there are schools that are using the proper techniques in these
sub jects. However, there is much room for improvement in the use of the
correct techniques in the Social Sciences, lly students affirmed their
belief in the major techniques adopted for this Course and while they
realized that they were not to be pioneers in the field, they did feel
that they must ever maintain the spirit of the pioneer if the proper
techniques were to prevail in the future.
D. Second Step: To Determine What The Teacher's Aims for This Course
Shall Be.
In any course the teacher has professional aims to accomplish. Hence
,
we, the stundent group and myself , undertook to work these out cooperat-
ively.
l.What The Teacher's Aims Are.
We decided in this treatment of New Hampshire that the teacher had
five aims. They are;
\
7fE9.
a. To as9 the proper techniques.
b. To recognize the social aims of this Course.
c. To develop the spirit of investigation and evaluation.
d. To develop the spirit of appreciation.
B/To make proper correlations.
As most of these topics have been discussed elsewhere in this paper
and^ as the desirability and nature of those which have not been are
so self evidenl)^hat sp^e will not be taken for further discussion.
Aa these aims .vere beinjj worked out the question was raised ;Are
these aims such as can be realized? -^he answer is not yet;but the feel-
ing of the class was that they could be realized.
E.Third Step : To Determine 'Vhat The Pupils Shall Be In x^ossession
Of \'Ihen They Have Finished This Course.
It is proper that thought /jiiji)^ should be given as to what the pupils
in the public schc^s shall be in possession of when they have completed
this Course dealing with the Resources of, the development of, and the
Contributions of Hew Hampshire.
1. Outcomes Sought From The Geographical Viewpoint.
As a considerable part of this CoLirse is sreoffraphic^l in its nature
it seens fitting that ^ sub Jeot be\ now stated.
They *3re :
a. To ioiow what the industries of Hew Haiapshire are and where
they are located.
b. To xnow wnat the natural resources of t.ie State have and do
contributed to the various industries.
c. To "mow what
-^'actors caused the various industries to locat
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in the State .
d. To Imow where the raw raaterials for the various industries
are obtained.
e. To Imow something about the processes of manufacture and
production.
f. To appreciate the amount of skill required by the 7/orkmen
in carrying on the industries.
g. To "mow '.vhere and how the products of New Hampshire's
industries are disposed of.
h. To >no'w and appreciate the significance of the problems
facin^^ IJew Hampshire's industries.
i. To be able to recognize Qnd appreciate the ir^fluence of
g-eograph 37- i^ the economic, social, and political life of Ilew Hampshire.
( The term industry as here uced means those various activities
whereby man obtains a living. It includes such activities as agriculture
mining and quarrying, manufacture, transportation, commerce and trade,
the professions , etc .
)
E. Outcomes Sought iJ'rom The Historical Viewpoint.
This Course calls for ihe treatment of historical raaterials. A
study of vhe historical aspects seems to indicate them to be
a. To know -.vhat the influences we:e that oaused uhe State to
be settled.
b. To .enow about the activities engaged in as part of the act
of settling and in the gaining of a livlihood*
0* To know about the various social and political philosophies
and institutions that have prevailed (or held sway) from the time of
settlement down to the present time (Educational
,
recreational, religious
political, etc.)
d. To :mow about the lives an acts of the outstanding
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Mstorloax characters- Mlltary. polotical.
.oolal-
fromthe days of settlement do-.vn to the pr^.ent ti.e
e. ro ^0. ,hat new
.a.p.hire ha. contrUuted In various Idnesto the development of the nation.
^. TO .now and appreciate the significance of the historical
aspects of present da, prohle... facing the State.
•.Outco.es sought
.ro. The ne,,noint Of Contributions.
-0 ,ord ™^^„, ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^been acoompltshed by the sons ,nd dau^-hters of .'^"""'^s b Jew dampsnlre inliterature. «irt nuci^. ,.„•
.
r .
.nusic.
.cience, industry, social r^^orm ed.n»f
etc which have been r^co^i^^,
^acation,
possessing
,„erit by the outside
outoT"?^ " "^'^ •contributionav.utcomes they appear to be
a..o .now
.hat the contributions have been and are and something
concerning the nature of them.
- .0 .now Who the persons were and are that have
.ade these
contributions and the conditions under which tney w.r.ed.
0. ^0 consider whether
.ew Ha.pshi.e can continue to
.a.e
eirallar contributions.
A. sources Of ^Geographical Information.
'
sources of geographical information
.nd materials are
--oteri.ed largely by their non-e.istance
. Such as d • tare short fra->n«r,f-
*
^^a^^iiientary, and general.
1- Study Of Books Oontainin . ^
."""'"^
--ograpnioal
xnfor:aation

About iJew Hampshire.
All of the geography text-bjo^^s commonly used in tne schools of
i^ew iiarapshire Tvere examinea for ixiforrnat i jn concerning tne
States, and une results of tno findings are listed oelow.
a. Essentials Of geography Jy Brighara 80 MoParlane
.
In tne ilev7 P^ngland Sdition or in the Hew 'England Supplement
to tnis series (listed under both headings) is found the laost
expensive and best treatment of tne State of i^'ew hampsnire.
This Doo/C contains an article entitled ueography of devi iiampsnire
written by V/allace E« xiason, irTesident, State i^ormal Scnool,
iieene iiew H.a:npshire • Thirteen pages^ ar 3 given over lo iiia
treatment of tne State.JJ^rom these thirteen pages snould
deducted two pages for maps, one page for statistics, and
approximately three pages for pictures, l;;aving seven pages
for printed matier and "'questions and lixercises" . The state-
ments are very general in tneir nature and have not been ^cept
up to date. The statistics are uased mostly on cne lylO Census.
Despite these shortcoming.^ it is the best source o£ informatijn
concerning the geography of ilew x^ampshire now available.
b. I^ew Geography, Boole II By Atwood- Eew England 3ditijn
ThiG booij contains in the supplement an article of about two
and ony^ naif pages dealing with the geography of x:ew iiampsnir^
tt
The treatment is very j_-:eneral in its na-cure; and its
statistical ureatment is very liiuited, bein.j' concerned with
the population of places of over 2000 based on tne ly£0
Census. It is not stated wno the author of tine article is.
0 Nev7 vJreograpny Book II By i?arr Sc Mcivlurry
This booK in its iJew iilngland Supplement contains a four page
article on the geograpny of iJew Hampshire vvritteii by x-hilip
^imerson, Principal of "tne Gobbet Scnool, Ljnn^ idassacnusetts
•
It is very general in its nature, i'he only statistics given
are those of population, ana Lhese are based on the li;'10
Census, although the booic before me bears the copyright date
of 1922.
d. Advanced Geography By MCilurry Pariins.
A supplement entitled I'ne ^'eograpny of j.'ew England by
Pliilip ./]merson nas been brought out in conuection with
this boo^. It treats -^'ew ij^nglana as a uniL . It represents a
fairly satisfactory treatment of "chis group, of states. As
would be expected i-^assachuset os receives zaQ fulleiit treatment.
The materials concerning iJew hampsnire are general in
nature and scattered tnroughout the Supplement . When information
regarding xJe'.v ^ainpsnire alone is sought, this boOiC is not
especially helpful, x'/ie statistics, based on the 1920 Census
dealing witn area population and industry are autnentic.
e. Other ^eograpny Books.
Among the other geag?aphy text-bOJ.ts examined were; (l)
1
Hujnan Geography by J. .".iissall Smith; (2) Advanced Geography
by i>odg:e; (c) the 3arro^.vs-rariter Larids; and (^i lilieniexitary
'^eograph/ by xiodge and x.ac^ey. All of "unese booKS oontain
Short and general x;reatments of x^ew aampsnire.
ueographiual readers liiie those of Carpenter's, Allen's,
and Chamberlain's coaoh oriefly apon x^ew xiampsniie in their ureat-
mentjof j-^ew 21ng:lana. I'he material in tnese boo cs is more
interestingly vvritten tnan in th? reguiar geograpny.
2. Other Sources Of Information Regarding The oleography df
Hew Hampshire.
It is evident from the study of the text-books and supple-
mentary readers dealing with the geography of JJew Hampshire that
normal school students as future teachers cannot obtain an extend-
sive background.Uo one will question the desirability of such baCi£
ground for future teachers as|[they must necessarily supplement the
knowledge which their pupils will obtain from the regular text-
books .
Hence, other sources of geographical information must be
sought
.
a. State Agencies As Sources.
Illy normal school students first investigated those departments
and agencies that are state wide in their work- -although they were
not necessarily financed and controlled by the State government.
These agencies publish, or have^available
, boo.^s
,
uu.lletlnii , cir-
culars, and maps dealing with the geography of x.;ew Hampshire .Hot
all of these publications are primarily geographical in tneir
I
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complexion—most of them are not--bat practically all contain material
that is geographical in its nature. The Job of ray normal school students
has been to get the publications , search out the material that is geograph-
ical in its make up, and classify it for use.
Among the State agencies written to and from which materials were re-
ceived were : the
;
I. State University and its Agricultural Experiment Station
2. State Department of lUducation
3. State Highway Department
4. State Board of Agriculture
5. State Board of Public Utilities
6. St ate Department of .forestry
7. State Publicity Bureau
i
8. State Bureau of Labor
9. State Historical Society
10. State Library
II. State Bankers 'Association
12 . State Manufacturers 'Association.
b. Chambers of Commerce Publications As Sources Of Geographical
Inf^ormation.
Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade are fairly common and well
organized in Uew Hampshire . Towns of 1500 or less inhabitants frequently
have commercial organizations of some sort. Feeling that these organiza-
tions weare cognizant with the resources and opportunities of ITew Hamp-
shire, their literature was obtained by zay normal school students.lt was
perused for the same purpose as was the other literature , namely, to see
CC
1
if the geographic information that should be given in this Course
oould be obtained objectively and some degree of validity given
to it.
c Trade Catalogs, Advertising Circulars, Etc As Sources.
While trade catalogs, advertising circulars, and hotel pamphlets
are not ordinarily thought of as being sources of geographical infar-
a»mation, they are -- at least indirectly. Information concerning
fl) the location and nature of industries; (2) where the raw materi-
als come from and whe:e the products p.re sold; (^) the financial
5nd economic nature of ihe industries; (4) the quality of the
produotvs; (5) the scenery; (6) the recr'-^ntion and health; and (7)
future trends of industry in the State were gleaned. Of course, some
of this materials had to be discounted somewhat, as it was largely
advertising in its nature; an:i the normal school student were av/are
that the purpose of advertising is to sell goods. However, it should
be stated th'it there were no wilful misstatements in nny of this
literature so far as coald be judged.
Several of the industries have sent to tne School exhibits that
may be well classified as educational. Among these ?ire the exhibits
from the Araoslceag I.lanufact .^ring Company of Manchester (dealing with
textiles) from the Nashua 7/oolknap Blan.cet Gomapny (blankets and
cotton goods); fron the Pike "Tiet Stone Company (abrasive materials;)
from the ITorgan Ilanufacturing Company ( automobile acessories ) ; IVilcox
Comb Corapany(celluloid products ); International Shoe Company (materials
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used in ma'^ing shoes ) ;Asbastos "ood and Shingle CompanyffE^terials used
in mailing shingles ) ;:Ceen9 C^lue Gorapanyf^terinls and speoirnens of glue);
J. A. "'right ?t Companyf Silver polish raaterials ) ; Irown Corapanyf materials
used in the rnanufaoture of paper and finished j^roducts ) ;and others.
These exhibits contain much material that ie of a geographic nature
and 7;hich are useful in determining objectively what shall be tne
subject matter of this Course.
d. Census Reports As Sources.
The Compendium for IIe".v Hajnpshire based on the 19^0 Census; is a
storehouse for statistical information, much of which is geographical
in its nature. Uy problem in the use of this .vork wa^^to xnake the nor-
mal^chool students see that it contained something more than a
mass of figures. To thorn statistics were just figures and figures.
"Making? figures tallc" became an interesting activity, when the
relatijns betwoen figures f^nd human activities were brought out. The
values of Census figures are seldom appreciated by public school
teachers (colleges are not so apt to disregard them.)
2. Newspapers Magazines pp. J^ources of 3-eographical i.Iaterials.
In 3t. 'Vilson's class in Curriculum Construction it was agreed that
the newspapers and th? maga^^ines were good means of checking up tiie
validity of the material t*iu'^ht and also for furnishing problems "on
the life appeals basis" (in other words providing for good
motivation through current happenings.) '.Vhila in Dr. Llahon.^y's clfs.
in Citizenship discussions of studies made by educational
investigators as to tne wwrthwhileness of tne newspaper and the
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magazines as checks brought out that they were valuable in showing
h077 nearly these courses me -it the needs of work-a-day world.
Rugg and Hockett in their Objective Studies in Llap Location used
both magazines and newspapers as a mians of checking the
wotthwhileness of map location renairements in courses in jeogrophy.
f Th^^ used other criteria, too), W.C.Bagley in his study. The
Do termination of I.iinimu:] Essentials in Elementary Geography and
History (reported in t'le 14th Yearbook of the i^ational Society for
the study of education)
,
used newspapers ^5.nd magazines ^is standards
for determining the kind of informntijn that the schools should teach.
Washburne (Carleton), Charters "^nd Themas (Joel B) all made separate
studies using the newspapers and xnagazines as standards.
While in Dr. Wilsons class in Ourricmlum Construction I made a
study of the Boston vrlobe for six days from tne geographical viewpoint
to determine what places are most cOiiLHonly mentioned in the newspaper
(place geography) and to find out v/nat "life appeals" (pre^:ent day
happenings) mi^Tht be used to motivate geography wor^i. ily findings were
of such a nature as to jonvince mo of me value of this proce ^dure.
On the strength of my belief in tae newspaper and magazine survey
idea of determining valueof materials, I had my oiisses ma^co a study
of these media. '.Ve used the following newspapers for six days: (1)
The x.:anchester 'Jnioaj i'^) Ahnche^'ter' /^ea^ei^
^
(-3) ^<^'S/f a Tc /e^rnr^
{^^J fort z>-rri out^ f/^rci^c/ iS)h(eet^e £'v'C-r7in<^ ^an^irfc/; CO Cc ?7 '
The only magazine that we used was the Granite State lionthly • i'he findings
;lustified the efforts and influenced the shaping of the Course. The study
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giving the list of places to be located is given elsewhere in this paper.
4.?alks Citizens or forsons That Are Authorities On Pome Geo-
graphical Aspect.
At Keene we had but two such talks. The class was of the opinion
that such activities .vere worthwhile, but there v/ere difficulties in
^he carrying oat of this idea. A prominent one 7/f s to k^ep the tal-c
within the r-^-niity of facts rather than in the field of rosy optirriisra.
jSSach Student Makes a Study of His Horae Tcvn.
Each student in :n,v clas. es was required to ma>'3 a study of her nome
town from the geographical and historical viewpoints. Since the Course,
as nas already been indicated, consists of history as well as geography
the two viewpoints were combined in tho paper. This assifrnment wan. 'iOst
helpful to trie students. In the first place it required original research,
as no to'TBi or city possesses (so far as I coald ascertain) any printed
book combining tne geographical and the historical. Second, it gave them
training in evaluating materials. Tnird, it provided infetruction in
the art of organization. Po'irth, it brought out well the idea of
trying to VTlidate materials. jTifth, it gave them a deeper appreciation
of "^^^e resources and development of their home town and a better
understa.idingof the part it has played in the activities of tne Stete.
And, sixth, and not necessarily the least, it gave them training in how
to study the geography and history of an^r town in which they may teach.
6. The Need For Book Dealing Tith ITew Hampshire's Geography.
The above study as to the sources of geographical infor;:iation
r
vr** 0 .
concerning Ue^ Hanipsliire ^mphasizda the dearth of sucii naterial. It
brings out th? r.=» >d of such a text-booli for use in the schools: of the
St*?te. In viev of th3 fact that Ihitj Coarse will be af.^^d in all the
schools of the Ctnte it -/ould be veil for such a book, when written,
to touch upon the other phases of ohis Course, too.
B. Sources Of Historical Information.
The sources of nistorical information concerning Hew Hampshire
are '^-s abundant as the sources of geographjrcal infor.'.iat ion are lao^iing.
The problem here becomes one of selection.
1. List Of Books Containing iiistorical InforniLtion.
Such a list of books may be thought of from two anglei-, na.nely,
those written for the general reader and those prepared for school j.s 3
.
^ach book treated in this paper will be labeled according to the above
classification. It^s de£irablo that teachers be familiar with both--
too many are content to simply ;-f.now tne t'3Xt-book.
a. Stackpole's '^listory Df New Hampshire.
This work consisting of five volu^nes, is ^ very detailed and complet
history of the State. It is aut rioritative . While written for zne general
readoi/it ie an excellent source book for the toT-Ciier.
b. County iiictories.
The ten counties of Ne'^ xiamp shire all have boo/cs v/riiten about
>.,1
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their history, -hese ar? sTene rally bul :y volumeb filled with detail.
They -"^re excellent source bool-is for the toacher, ?3nd occacL; ionally
an individual pupil might be turned to theiii for materials to be used
as a ppecial report. However, the;/ are in the main too detailed and
dry to appeal to the school pupils.
0. Histories Of Tovms And Cities.
All the cities and most of tne to'vns have had their doings recorded
in -.vriting. These books, of course, are jf local interist, yet by
readinp* several of them a good picture of th--^ lif ^ in He -.7 Hampshire
at any ^iven period may be obtain^-^d. •'Tiile thete books are in general
bulky and detailed they nre, because of the local flavor, more
interesting, -^^hen, too, there is more of an interesting narrative
style to thea than there ic to the f^t'-t^ histories. The history of
Keene by l-riff5n (2 volunies) is ropr ir.entati ve of the better type of
tovm history.
d. -listories Of ITev; Ilarnpshire Tiegiments
.
These volumes deal mostly -xith the history of Hew Mampshire Kegiments
thet served in the "ivil V.ar. There ar->
,
however, some voluines that deal
witn other '.var time activitie of the State, as trie I.evolut ion , the
V/ar of 1812.^ 4nd the f3p?3nish American 7;ar.
e. Llonadnock Heoords Of Three Centuries.
These records
,
gathered by Helen C. Huttin,^, tell the story of happen*
ings in Southr/estern jiew HamJ)shire in three centuries. They are helpful
as a source of general information for the study of that section of the
State
.
r
f. ??ie Resourcet: Of Thi St -.te Library Aiicl Th3 ^tats Historical
Society.
These t-70 organizations havB rnach material of great value. However,
as much of it is in thi for.Tis of original dociiments, implements,
exhibits etc it co.ild not be atilized by eiinor .ny normal echool
students or by actual teachers in using this Oo.irte, except by journey-
ing to Concord to study these materials, first nand in their repositories
( th3 State -Library 3ailding ?^nd '^tate rlistorical 3uilding) . Any teacher
who can give the time tj etioH a study will be amply repaid.
The State Library did (and v.-ill) assist by sendiiig out printed
mctt-^r ^^s books, magazines, bulletins, etc. It is necessary that some
person acoept th^ responsibility for l. ne materials, which is manifestly
a fair rec uir^ment.
gt Files Of Various llewspapprs and -magazines.
The files of vario is ne'vspapers were very helpful in stud^/ing the
historical deV'^lopment s of the State and trie o itst^^nding personalities.
Lly students used the files of The ^eone "Evening Sentinel considerably
as a means of tracing the historical development of i;he State and for the
checking of trie validity of tlie choic.i of personalities.
h. The Story Of llew Hamnshire ly CJ. And H. .i. Bro'vne
.
This book constitutes what might be t':^rmed " <^ good short treatment"
of Hew HajTipshire. It is interesting, ajcirate, and w^^ 1 adapted to use
in the schools.
i. IJew Hampshire In History 3y H. I. lietcalf.
rI
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This booK is a vei?'- readable volama botli for tha teacher and the
pupil. It is "a [^qolI short tro ".trneiit " of the history of I^'e-.v H«\mrishire
,
anjl f^c such is valuable in the development of this Go ..r:e.
j. Colonial Life in i^'er; Hampshirre by J. i. Passet^..
Phis boolt deals -;ith colonial life in ^ie-.v Haraoshire. rrnile very
elementary, it is interestingly -//ritten, and gives n good picture of
colonial life and some .)f its characters.
C. Sources Of Information Concerning Uew Harapshire's Contributions
And The Percoris Concerned Thor^in.
There is no book or one source fro.n -.vhich thi; infor ia^'i on may be
obtained. Rath'-r it oust be obtained or "wormed oat" from the study
of histories, biographies, 7;orks of literature, art, music, science,
ne?7Spapers, magazines, letters etc. Tal \7itb|people ^^ho are "'ell inform-
edconcerning the '^tate in gener^il (e.g.LIr. .'^.'V. -^utterfield , Cominissioner
of Education) is a fertile souro§ for such information as is sought under
this heading. Jathering materials in this faEhi:n is especially bene-
ficial to normal schools for fl) it pscquafciitts tham with the . ources of m
mat er ijj'' \^s ; (£)it teacne£j,them how to gatner and organi:',e materials for
use; and (Z) it gives them the investigative «nd critical st-te of mind
toward activities that th?y must necessarily underta-^e^i ..hen they
beci'ome teaciiers "on the job".
I have been in q-.uandry -.vhethTr t o -vrit > this ection as a distinct
r
treatment ^-t this point or to v/rite the section dealing .vi :h actual
coarS'Bb -AE wor-ied out 7/ith normal tchool student &. riather has it
s eemed best to involve both phases at this ti:ii9. The courses -^yori^ed
out do not off.ir a complete solutiOxi of the problems mot; thgy only
reprepe nt(|Wh«it ap-^e^^r? to be the best solution of the v^.rious problerns-
thev represent at lea^t a conscientious effort ao solution. Uor have
educators been entirel:/ successful in the solution of these problems.
Indeed, they represent some of the most perplexing problems with which
present day educators are wrestling.
A. Shall the "Separate Compartment" Arrangement of SuDjacts be the
Method of Presentation?
iCant did a great service to educational thoup:ht , '^when in his
"Critique of Reason" ani other '.vorks he disentangled from one another
science, philosophy, and theology and to pssign to ^,ach a definite
province and technique". (Scheville, A History of .'uurope, og 298)
Want's idea w?is carried intb other lines until all subjects 7/era
divided up and their bounds set. "Hot improbably this division of
knowledge into air-ti 'ht aom.')artment & Tras a specious proced;ire which
may ultimately break dovm; coming -vhen it did it rendered a gre :t
service . (Scheville, A History of ^'urope, pg> i'/yy.) However,
this division of raaterij.ls under uho heading of specific sunjecis
has been cirried out without rhyme or reason until a teacher has fre-
quently come to a place wn^re his subject has become a fetish. He
can see no subject excejjt his own; all otnors are subordinated to his-,
and his alone contains the wortnwnile material! The attitude of mind
Ir
»
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is not that of the past tenss, unfortunately. It is Ltill a very cou .on
state of mind.
1. Shall the Jeographioal Aspects of this Course be jfre-iented
under the Heading of aeography.
:,iach of the subject matter of this Course is geographical in its
nature. 2!-eographT is a well organized study in the elementary and
junior high schools. Children pre famaliar witn geography as a school
subject. To so present ~he subject matter of this Course presents
no serious probleras of subject matter or method to the trained teacner.
But should it be so presented?
Regarding the amalgaraation or the "scranoling" of geography with
other subjects, Professor Packard of Boston University (also of Teacher'
College of Bbeton^ in his coars-^ entitled Fundamentals of J^eography
stated that he ?7>^s in favor of tne idea of ajiialgamatijn or "scrambling"
geoi^raphy with th-i ot'ier social sciences, but he felt that the
difficulties in the way of achieving this aim were such as to
prevent its acco.nplishmont . He felt that even Hugg's Social Science
Studies had not succeesfally ac.iieved this aim. He fearad "a hodge-
podge''. However^ he did point oat cjrrelation cjuld be -^re(:uently made,
especially between geography and history.
In a report given in the Education in Citizenship class at Boston
University in January 1927, it was brought out that little of practical
value has b en accomplished as yet in achieving real worthwhile
scrambled courses in the social sciences. The report mentioned herein
fL
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represented the conoensuG of the opinion of the members of the
Social ncience Seminar rroup of that semester^ v/as based on the study
of all available ooarses.
The Hugg £oci-il Science studies have at least opened up a field
of thought as to ho-.v the various vsociiil science may be bound together
into a 'inified 77hole . These Studies have not b-oen whole-heartedly
acc-?pted by eduoators^ Professor Packard of Boston Jnivorsity staged
that he thought that these Studies represented a step in the right
direction, but he feared that cle^ir geographical concepts might not
be obtained by the pipils. What Dr. Fi. V/. Fairbanks has to say about
them can best be discussed in a separate section.
Dr. H. S'airban-is of Slendale, California is well .mo^n as a
caref.il student of educational geography and the autho. on numerous
text-bo ok:s" . ( J^ournal of Jeography, riovember, 19E7.) In an article in
the I'lovember issue of the Journal of Greography , 19,-^.7 , entitled Can
t e Educational Value of Keal ^^eograpny in the Junior hiigh School be
Replaced by any other Subject or Combination of Sub jects ?^ ife discusses
the combination or scrambling ide^^, paying especial attention to the
Rugg Plan. He says, 'as to the advantages or disadvantages of the plan
to unite in the junior high schools those subjects, other than geography,
usually considered as belongin:;' tn the social science group, the
writer is not qualified to pass an opinion, but he does feel that so
fsr as geograpp.y in all its bearings is concerned, that he is competent
to do so , and conseruently he wishes to put before those interest ?d
in the matter a most em[)hatiG protest against including the subject
in gny such plan." (The underlining is mine.) Fran.ily, how is he sure
that "he is competent to do so "? Wns.t validity has he to offer?

" Harold Rugg and. thosa -^ho ara ivelcomin-? his plan, as y/o11 as those
who are trying it o it but are still undecided r^a to 77hether it -Till work,
all appear to accept the old conception of geography, still com,.ionly
tfeagkt^ as the true one end hrmdle it from that point of vier/" states
^^airban.^e
.
He continues, "There c?^.n be no question regarding thri need for a
reconstruction of tne curriculu!! as "/ell as the methods of teaching,
but it is extremely unfortunate as regards geography that there that
are leading the reform movement have in mind the old locational, fact-
ual, and statistical geography. They show by their handling of the variou
social science courses that have been established over th.e country that
geography is for them largely a lj>t of material to be raeraorizedi From
the nevr point of vie^v this is not geography at f^ll but the ra-.v material
out of which geographi cal concepts can rise -.vhen it is handled rightly. "
"At first thought the ideas advanced by the advocates the Rugg
system that a unit courv'se combining all five of the studies under
consideration "^/ill save duplication, will get a-.vay from unnstural
barriers-- if, in reality, the barriers between these studies are un-
natural-- and fit in better with actual life conditions, have much in
them to COmnend " .
"But so frr as geography at least is concerned the writer (Dr.
Fairbanks) does not believe the ideas can be put into practice, x^eal
Jeograph;/ to be of value cannot be sandwiched in between otner ideas.
The underlininflr is Dr. -^'airbank' s
r.
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Th3 viewpoint of Heal Seograph.y is such tliat if it is approached at all,
no matt'Br --rhat the topic or region under considorat ion is, it must
occupy the -.vhole focus of attention'^.
" 3-eq:5'raph7 has a definite fixed joal and what 'ever material is
introduced f-^om history, economics, industry, as assistance in
reaching th^ ^opI, must be handled with the sole idea of developing
tV'
- '•'>02'^8ph37i(boncf^x t , rj.d. not "•ith\ tl ' C - ^- of trr-chirf thete ctucies.
If not so handled attention iv', scatter^-^d, the T'eo^raphy concepts are
scrappy, one-sided and incomplete and fail of arousing a real understand-
ing 3"^ th-^ matter. The ac tempt to divide tjie at,':.ention uiust brea.-i Zne
continuity. As a matter o± face, tn-^ aivergeni; social relations
cannot be held in mind at tne same time''.
"Intelligent wide-awake teacn:irs who have attempted to teach a
course combining only nistory and geograpny have found it impossible
to teacn tne two viewpoints successfully in tne same lesson, one
of them being of necessity sacrified. i'ney found it necessary to
devote a cerie;^ of lessons first co one ana. t.ien to tne otner. This
switcning bac.-c axid forch maiies wor.i of necessity scrappy and discon-
nectod C^Tnis statement is made by jJr. i^airban^is on nis own autnority
without any substantiation tnrough studies of teacners at wor^. i>er4Qus-
ly, of how much value is such a statement?)'*
"As far as the writer is avv.re no competent geograpny teacner wno
unqualifiedly accepts the new vievrpoint in geography has come out in
favor of having the subject incorporated in a unit social science
course .
"
r
IT .
"3at if the riagg plan is ihe bestn plan for the junior nigh Boixool
then, there is no escaping tne ooncliislon that it ous"c be the best
plan for the fifth and sixth £-;rades of the graioinar school, itugt^'s
statement that "tne conventional barriers oetween conventional subj-
ects mast De ifTnored in ourriculam maicing "is jast as applicable "Co
these grades as to the nigner. In fact it is more applicable for we
are at this stage nearer the undifferentiated starting point of all
courses which have been included in a unit social science coarse*'.
"Perhaps the most fundimental objection to tne inclusion of
geograpny in a social science course is that in reality tne subjec t
is not a social scienci
,
aitnough it generally se^ras to oe accepted
as such." ( Vvnat jJr. J^'airoaniCS authority for this statement is, he does
not say.
)
I have quotea i^r. ^'airban^c' s at lengtxi because nis statemeiits are
typical of tnose wno oppose tne unified social science course, iiis
objections are more a matter of opinion than tiie reijults of
objective studies.
B. Shall xMe Various Subjects Be Scramoled?
In nls ©eijcriptive Statement of Ihe Social Science Pampnlets i\ugg
says "Tne course is an attempt to constnuct curriculiin materials
that will prepare young people for intelligent participation in tne
complex and changing life of tiie present time. It cavers tne general
field included in courses in history, geograpny, civics, economics,
sociology, etc. It is not, nowever, an attempt to merge into one co./.rbe
the materials of tne existing courses. It is ratner a new departurB
r
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in currioulum constraQ-cion. basea apOH the n^rpotneaiG tnat
traditional (^d drives ana tna olaer .iietixods nave proved inadacaat^ to
meet tne imperative demands of oontemporary llf
e
»
" ( Jnderlining is
iHine
.
)
In nis explaiiatiDn of ;Vny the xiew Joaree Is -ieiiii? -.ade raigg .aa^es
some emphatio statements r/hen ne sajs "Ihose 77no are engagea in txie ma^
-ing of tnet:e -iiaterials of instraotion believe mat tne fat are of
repreaentat ive^democraoy in America depends on t ie intelligence of tne
com.j'ion man. They believe tiiat tne .cnown facts of intelligenc : justify
the nypoth0sis[tnat tnore is in tne group .aind sufficient capaciuy to
express its -.vili affectively taroaQh industrial, social, and political
macninery. I'his means tnat potential capacity :nust be transformed
into dynamic anility, fney are equally confident tnat, aitnough Amer-
ica nas pracoices universal education on r scale never oefor^ attempt-
ed by a large natijn, our instniiction has fallen far snort of preparing
tne ranji and file for tiie intelligent operation of democratic
government "
•
"After more than a century of democracy, tnere r^xe signs of serious
import that /e are facing an impasse, in citizenship '
.
"To relieve^nis impasse, 've ioust substitute critical judgement
for impulsive responses as Dne oasis of deciding our social and poli-
tical issues. I'he thorough going reconstKuction of tne school
curriculum is a necessary first step Lu txie process, for tne reason that
the public scnool is our most potent agency for social regeneration.
Especially tnrougn tne curriculum in cne social sciences must we
suoject our youtn to a daily regimen of deliberation and critical
taougnt. Only those
-.vho have been traineu|tnrough years of practice
h
in trie analysis oi" faces, in T;ne ma.iii.xg of aecisions, zne drawing
of inferences and conaiu.Bions , will resort zo intelligence instead
of to predisposition as their gaida of conau.ct."
In tne x^wenty- Second fearoooic, rart II The Social Studies in the
Elementary and Seoonaary School, Hagg points ouc tne snort comings
of present instruction in the social sciences, iixisting cou.rses, ne
contends do not properly and fally treat of tne currexit pre.,sing
economic, political, social, and international problems; tnat they
do not give rich interpretative bacjcground; that they are not organis-
ed to give thorough practice in reflective thinking; that present
division of tne social studies into "tignt compartments" as history,
geography, civics, economics , etc nampers tne pupils andtteacners in
understanding ho.7 people live togetner in oj.r present complicated
society; and that tne ';'mole social science field is dominated oy
reading aoout ratner than participation in life activities.
Ihis article of ^tUgg's ".ms tnoroughly discussed in Dr. i-ianoney's
class in 'Education in Citizenship at Boston Jniversity in lvZ6-27 *
The ODjectors to tne itugg plan^ I fear, nave little .-^inov/ledge of
tne thoroughgoing metnods pursued by xvugg and his scnool in tne select-
ion of subject matter for tne content of cour^jes in social sciences.
Vv'hen tney nave resorted to opinion ii has Ofien the opinio<n of
"frontier tninkers". In determining what are the insit:tent problems
of contemporary life "frontier thinicers" in tiieir reppective fields
are consulted, as in governaant students like Beard, 3ryce, Zimmern, ^ar
-ner, Lippmann, and Ajeriam; in wor^ld politics students IxKe oUbbons,
Bryce
,
Moulton, Vanderlip,
-ieynes, and ^iobson; axid in im migration
^Cellor, jJurns, x'ar.i, ..liller, and vJavit
. Objective studies have been made
In geograpn./. Careful studijii have been made of nistorioal cnaracters

conditions, eventc, aato^, '3t.c to dstermintB v/netiir;!' iney are of surfic
isnt signifioancs to justify jiiastsry by public scnool oniiaren. In
snort AUgg- and nis followers have attempted co ^aie a scientific study
and arr ang-ement of the social studies. Sucn a carefal ef_ort cannot
ue dismissed as ligntly as ^t* jj'airbanKS does in nis article in tiie
iiOVQ-Tije: 1927 issue of the »;ournal of ieograpny.
In tne i!"'iftn learoooii of zn3 i^epartment of oaperintendence Onapter
XII is given jV5?r to a discussion of Junior high Soci- 1 studies.
The com;aittee -^as made up of x^incn, Hatcn, nili, luanoney, xievvton,
Peonstein, 3arl itugg and ^aiss 3tta ii. Lamoert— all tiiinicers in the
field of the social sciences. V/hile space forbids tno reproduction of
any consideraole portion of tne report a fe'.v excerpts from it will at
least snow tne thoughts and trends in pres-nt day social sciexice
curriculum construction.
In its Introduction the Report says "-i.t best tne school can
Include only a small part of tne great number of tnings that are des-
iraole educational purposes of life. Tiiis suggests tne necessity
for a most cFireful t3valuation of material, a tasi tnat is too often
left to the grade teacner who nas neither Giie ti.ae nor tne training
for such an important unaertaiClng. So far, tne research wor.iiers
nave failed to give us an answer that is entirely satisfactory.
Practically all of tnem now admit that tne tas^ is one tnat will
require mucn time and study".
"ir'arnaps as curriculuiu maxcers we canaot expect at tne pre^-enc time
to do more txi^^n move forward to t':e next- step, following processes
tnat are less logical but iceeping in mind certain fundimental objjctiv
of secondar.> oducacion in general and of tue junior nigh scnool in
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particaiar -n-i confini.'ig ourselves to those activities which. co.ri.:ion
331186 and expert judgment seem to indioAte are most important".
" It is a jf.opeful sign when curriculum ma^iers dealing wi"Cxi tne
social studies admit Lhat their courses are still "in me mailing",
that "chey are "studying these proble.as', tnat tney arj iu a ''stage of
transition", and that teaciiers and ad/iiiaist rators are slowly and
painstaiSingly working their vray "toward one next step''* xTogress aloug
these lines .:iUSo oe ine result of evolucion rather than
revolution."
xhe definition of the social studies is orief ana pertinent.
"Social studies snould oe interpreted as beingthat oody ol subject
matter which includes the present acts of men, their oacKground, ana
tneir outlooK'.
AS to geograpnjr ana nistory the statement is foaud: "bince uhe
trend of the social sciences in che junior higa scnool is away irom
military and political nistory ana toward social and inaustrial
problems, and tnat of geograpny is toward numan approacn, tnese uwo
subjects are approaciiing coiiLaon ground".
Concerning tne uxjiit idea txie ...eport says: "For txie ,_roap of
curriculUia macers who xiold tne viewpoint expressed aoove , tjie woriC
in nistory, civics, ana geography is outlinea unaer a selectea list
of units or larve problems each of r;hich contains a list of related
topics or problems lor u/ie several grades. I'nis ^ives a course consii-i;-
ing of an interesting series of units. It is tnus possiole to nave
uitn history and civics r/itn related geography in eacn graae without"'

making any anneoaaijar/ taiibject dibtiiioti jns . lilstory ma./ 0-3 laa .aa.jor
toolQ In Jiie LLaiu, civicG in ano'cher. and goograpjiy ia anotner . xhe
point is noL 0u.-5 subject, bat rax;ner \fJiau iio ox^ild isj to ^^et oa&
of a givan unit ol \>7or^» -^ne several mnits 01 may be expressed
in probleai form wich Siibproble.:iS ander each or a s main oopios ^'itn
subtopics "
.
Dr. kahoney in tue same --eport says, "Tne tas^-c is to aetermiixd
apon oojectiyas that are (1) specific; aiid (2) nave some validity,
and ar 3 seiecL^d in a manner tnat at least -..pproacneb tne scientific.
Several recenl oarriculam invefftigat ions inaicate that :;e are neaaiug
in tne rigiit direction. Apart from these ho: efal signs, however,
the fact is tnao in setciag ap objectives we still tend to engage in
"wishfal" ratner unan sciencific thin^cing; and v?e still tend to be
content with oar objectives if they are safficiently polysyllaoic
,
and scri-ie pleasing;ly on tne ear. We've got to tnin^c more snarply.
uB can't improve teacjiing procesdures through better sab ject-matner
and beuter metnod, unless we aetermine upon oojecbiveb tnat are as so^na
as present unin.iing can .aaiie unem. j'irst tuings first."
ixS to C/ie meanixig of civic education ut» —anoney puts it tersely
v/nen ne says- - - "civic educatijii is ooncrirnoa witn tne development
of better civiu behaviours'.
'To produce tnato, it is suomitt.^d, 73 muse striveto develop (a)
batter understandings (political, social, economic) bacatfsa many well-
Intentionea citizens fail to understand; (b) better emot ionalizea
attitudes because many otharvvise good citizens have anti-social
emotional slants; (c) better civic nabits and nigner ideals of civic
conduct, iut just wnat are these understanaings
,
attituaei^, nauics,
w
and ideals? It vvjaid seem perfectly obvious tnat tiisrs is uere
demanded a diarf;nosis of American deinooraoy, its nigiilignLS and snado'^s,
its idiosyncrasies ana inaptitudes. Suon a aiagnosis oarefaiiy cneoAea
ap wouxd inevitably reveal ine neeo. ior oerfcain better understandings,
attitudes, anu Quo H.^o on tne part of ^.no avera£-e ..uaerioan oit-izeii«
Ana suon revealed and xieeaeJi unaerstandings , eta becoiiie tir^en tne oo-
jeotives in oivio eauuati .jn, iran^iiy tentative ana suej^^est i ^/'o , ana
obviously posssssin,j Oxiiy Saun valiaity as is poooioxe oo cieoare
in a day wnen sociology can naraly be ter.uea a soieiioe. oujeotives
Giiosen in t/iis way, let It oe sail, may no ^ iieoessariiy deteruiine
ail txiat W3 s.^ouid teatjn. .ney sno^ia, nowever, ae^er-uine
aecidedly t^.e ueaOiixugs tnac .ve Sxiouid eiiipiiasii:,e , ana ooxiVersely,
the te^cnings tiiat .>'e .nay eiiiier elirainate or 'soil peaal .
4i.s 10 ox^e subject 'natter to be selectea i>r. xjRnonej states :"\Vnat
we must strive for definitely is suijject rnatCei- selected vviti: specific
and validated objectives in .ulnd. Course of study makers toaay
are seemingly tremendously concerned ovei tne proolem of "fusing"
"intergrating, " "unifying', tne materials of nistory.geograpny, civics,
ana possioiy otner so-cali^a suojects. Hue more iinport<ant cxuestion
is "Snould we be so mindful of tni,.. particular problem at tiiis stage
of t.i.e game? It is a prooleia, obviously, tnat nas to do vvitn tne
organization, tne arrangement of o-acnin.3 materials. I'nese materials,
nowever, must oe selected before tney can oe ^irranged eitner in tae
older form of separate subjects, or in tiie nev/er sugr:ested form of
"unified" courses. , uny not tnin^ aoout selection and a vaxia basis
tnerefor? Once tnis problem is disposed of, it may appear mat nistory
"materials", geog. apny "mat.-rial;./' , etc may oe cast into .n- ola
subject molds".

Dr. i-xahoney psrtinantly points oaz tnao .mov.'isdga is jnly one
of trie several important factors in i;i9 Gdacational orocsss. ^.lany
of tne newer cj.irses are exGeadin5ly "neavy' - - 'they are loaded to
the gimwhales v/ith information'.
i'ne studies listea in tnis chapter indicate that some of in?, ilia
in present courseb in and in the ceacning of cne social sciences are
due 10 (1) too difficult and abstract -.vords ana expressions in tne
texts; (£) aims cnat are too theoretical; (o)too muen emphasis on tne
mastery of icnor/ledge (faOts); (4) poor distrioution of space to tne
treatment of various problems; and ( i.. ) lac.c jf icno^/ledge as to what
constitute tno real vital problems of tne day.
i^iss. Doner'., study of ooarses of study in oxie social sciences
( made aL me Jniversii-y of ^nica^o) is i/iteresting but it sno.vs no
defirxite agreement or aoc omiDlsinaient amon^ constructors of co.irsaL;.
2iia c,tudy of xiiirty-one r.ecent booial Science -lourses made uy mem-
bers of tne Social Scienco Seminar of tne school of ji^ducation, jjoston
IJni versityin li^Eo (and mentioned elsewhere in tnit, paperi discovered
certain significant trends. Among tnese trends were: (1) eviaences
that objectives are becoming increasingly specific, valid , sel; cted
in a manner t.uai approacn-^s me scientific; (k,) evidences tnat
subject-matter nas d en aelectea witn objectives in miud; (c) attempts
at organizing materials in new ways, fusion coars.es, init courses,
etc; ('±) that despite assertions to tue contrary, facts are cneir
mastery constitute -^n i.mporta:it part of many courses; (b) evidences
of attempts to educate tiie t*?acner as to tne significance of tne
new curriculum; (o) evidences of specific teaching-nelps
, references
aad provisions for inaividual difierences; (/) eviaences of references
w
for papiis; (6) evidences that t-uoa.-2:nt was oein^: given co tiie nev/er
types of tests (macii needed, noweverj; and (W) tnat tne
maieap of the Cjiirseij is to oe oorniiiendsd.
Chapter .ill in tne ij'ifth Yearboo.i of the J-'epartment of
Superintendenoe is a very interesting and co^prenensive stady of "cne
social sciences as Chey are presentoci in the Junior nigh scnooi. ^iy
study of x-Iew iiampsixire is a very limited field, so cnat bnis cnapter
is nelpful .aostly in enunciating guiding principles and in iiiUicating
present day trends. I'nus, it seo.as rignt tnat at Ciiis .oint 1 tu^rn
to tne preGentat i on of tne outlines actu.ally wor.tea out.
VII. TH?: ACTUAL CO JRSZ AS WO.:.^^ jJI.
It seemed wise tnat tnis Oourse witn its tnree phases (tne geog-
raphical, tne historical, Hxid tue contribut ional ) De .'/oriied out in
units. The unit idea gives an interest ixig set of large problems. In
tne main it was found possible to arrange and relate the ij.istory ana
the contriDuti jns witn the geograpny witnout stressing
unnarcessarily subject distincti jns . x'nus, it will appear in tnis
Course tnat in some units nistory may be tne major topic in one unit,
geograpny in notuer and tixe contriDatioi^s in still anotxier. let at
no tiaie nas tiiere been a nesitsmcy to rsacn over into any subject for
materials tnat would raalce tne topic under consideration clearer. As
general science is not concerned witn arbitrary divisions of science
uiaterials into suoject compartiaents , neicner nas tnis Oourse been.
To again ^uot-^ ir o.a tue Fifth YearboOx^: of cne jMpartiaejrM of
Superintendence: "The point is not tne subject, but ratner what tne
child is to get out of a given unit of worK'. After disaussing "tne
problem of "fusing"
,
'intergrating''
,
iiunifying," etc tne materials

of history, geograpiiy, oivico, and postibly otuer BO-oall ;d
subjects", Dr. Uanoney sa/s (on page £iy) ''riia uiore important
question is ''siio.4.1d we be tiO /aindfal ol' cuis particular prooiem at ouis
stage o_' Ziie game"? - - -
- - - "'These materials, novvever, must oe selected oefore tney can
oe arranged, eitner in t;xe older ±"orm of separat ; suujeots, or in
tns ne'vver suggested form of "unified" courses, 'yny not tnin,-^ aoout
selection and a valid oasis therefor? Once this problein is dis]gosed ox,
it ma;/ appear that nistory, "materials", geograpny "materials", etc
may be cast into tne old subject molus". xience , selection of materials
is of greater importance than tue form of organization. Inls statement
S'iOuld not oe construed as miniunizing tne imoortanc::; of organization.
A. Selection Of ^terials.
Had more time been available a more critical relectijn of suuject
matter and a higher degree of validity might have resulted. In an
earlier part of tjiis paper t.ie sources and nature of ,naterials are
enumerated. So far as ti.i^e permitted all of tnese sources were read
and tne nature of tiir^ materials tnerein '*7as notea. An atoempt vms aade
to note how i.aanjr times tne materials or topics appeared in one or
more puolications
.
At tne time of this writing tnis aas only been done
in part; yet 1 feel tnat i tremendous amount of sifting nas oeen done
thereby and tnat tne topics incorporated into tne Jourse do represent
the more important things auout liew hampshire.
xhe materials cnoQ^in nave been submitted to the exa.aination and
suggestion of sucn persons as tne i^eputy Jommissioner of j^ducaoion, a
President of a estate i-ormal School, nev/spap.r editors, secretaries of
Oaambers of Commerce, iiorarians, business men, laivyers,
superintendents of scnools, presidents of hotary Olubs, mayors, and
e
ex-mayors, teachers and persons wall iiifor.ned on the resoarces and
history of iiaw Ha.npsnira. Sometimes, they were only compliment aiy^
and at other tiinec very nelpfii.1 and suggestive criticis.ns -.vere made.
hLy normal scnool students did much of tne .7or.i in relation to
reaaing: source materials, prep^Arin^ lists of occurences, and in
vTritin^; one lottery connected '"itn tne entir e undertaKing • Witnout
their loyal cooperation this stuay would nave been very limitea in
its scope.
B. Tne Jnits x'resented.
*he first unit decided upon was one dealing witn t/ie nesources
and Activities of iJew dampsnire. As its very title vvoula indicate,
its nature was largely g-eograpny, yet no effort A'as made to limit its
subject matter and metnods of pras^entat ion to nhat of geo^rraphy
strictly. leather does tuis unit reacxi into aiiy subject (regardless
of compartment classification) that nr^s aaytalns to offer that will
give a clearer picture of tjie Resources and .activities of j-iew h,ai:ip£nire
.
Hence, history, economics, sociology, geology, government, etc are called
upon for contributions as '/ell as geography. i3elo;7 is a copy of tne
outline for tjiis unit.
Unit # I
Jne .L^esouroes anu. Activities of ^^ew i.iai:roshira
«
ProDle::i: to studjr i^ew hampshire's reto <.rces and industries so that
tne pupil may kxiow (1) what txie resources and industries are; (2) wnat
factors caused tnem to locate in tne State; (3) to wnat oxiiant ijew
Hampsnire furnishes cne raw materi Is used and to what extent they
are brou^nt into tne ^tate; (-i) some icnovvladge of Liie proce^is of
production; (t) tne amount of s.^ill requir-ed by tne wor^cmen to car.y

on their aotivii;ias; fo) how ana wnere tho goods are disposed oi'; and
(7) to i^iiow and appreciate the significance ox tne great probleais
facing iJew Haiapbnire ' s resources and industries.
I. Find oat vfhy the onildren happen tJ be living in w'ew nampehire.
A. Probable reasons.
1. Birthplace-- never lived elsewhere for any ti.ne.
2. Barents ablo lo obtain steady work.
3. Edaoational opportunities.
4. Soci'il, religious, etc.
5. Health.
Without doubt 1 and 2 are the iuost important reasons.
II . Since most of oh-^ pupils residence in i^'ew hampshire is
depeildent upon parents ability to earn a living tnere, let
us find out what the people of ilew jiampshire do.
A« Have children enumerate tne industries; and group them
under such headings as (1) wood wor^sing; (2) te:itij.es; (b)
leather; (4) mineral; (o) iron ana steal; etc.
B. Locate the towns and cities in wnich the^e industries
are carried on.
1. MEice a products map as well as one snowing location.
III. "'vVhy do ta-3 people in :..aw au iipsxiir^! do what tney do?"
A. ro answer tnis question it -.vill be necessary to consider.
1. Location of xlew .iampsnire.
a. Advantages.
b. .Disadvantages.
E. Une climate of
-^^e v Hanipshire.
a. I^'ew Harapsnire's climate is condusive to indoor inaustries
and a high degree of s^ill. Vmat is trie meaning of tnis
statement?

Why industries locate in New laainpsiiire
.
a. jtPavorable labor conditions.
1. Wno are the people of Ivew Haiupbhire? Oonsalt tne Gens
Report ( Gompendiam of Kew Hampshire .
)
2. Availability of intelligent and Siiilled labor.
5. f'reedom from tue labor troubles.
b. ./ood transportation.
l.i^arne and Jinow cnree railroad systems that enter l<ew
ampshire and txie portions served by eacn.
a.x)o you expect see any extent ion of railroads
in Uew xiamp shire in tne fuuure? \in.'j? { J?nis '.Till
briii.^- Ou.t Cue nature oi tae proble.ns faced oy
the railroads.
)
0 . The State iiig-hway System.
a. Its extent suiu activitiej:.
b. i'he ejasolene tax and its relation to tne building
of good roaas.
c. State and coniiaunity cooperation.
d. Snow removal.
o.iJearness materials.
1. What rav7 materials does -^*ew Jainpshire have uo offer
to industry?
a. Can i^ew hampsnire increase the supply of tnese?
2. What raw materials must be imported into txie State?
a. How serious a handicap is mis?
d.Tax exemption anu tax rate.
1. history oi zax e^-^empoion in tne State.
E. Il tue present law denying tax exemption a go jd one?
rt'hy?
b. What is the tax rate in your ci.y jr town?

How doe& it encourage or disc oa.rage industry?
e. Power.
1. History )f power developmeno in tne State.
£. Sxtent to wnich tne industries of the State are depend-
ent upon ^vtter power, (uydro- eleotrio. )
i5. Sx- (sOY . Bass's program of "Eew HsLnapshire nydro-electrio
power for cne development of Jew Hampshire's industries."
a. Is tni^ a wise program? Wny?
b. A'no controls mucn of tne developea water power toaay?
Is txiis oonoentrat ion of ownersnip wise? (The more
important developments snould ue located.)
4#Powor from coal.
a. The handicaps of.
b. ",'h.y is it used so extensively toaay in tne State?
c. iVill iv'ew Hampshire ever be able to free herself
from dependence on coal?
f . i'lSw Hampsnire goods have a reputation.
1. The value of "the ..lomentuin of early start"'.
3. The value of a orade na.-ie ti^at implies q^uality as
"jlnioskeag flannel," "AmoSi^eag giiigxxa.ii ' , xndian ^or^u'',
"Ilasnua v/001-i.ic.p ^^1 Ui^iets
" ,
"jcauliCno::' cc Joiony or jad-
-sLjtn," "j^ingsoury toys", etc.
3. The neoossity of i.»ew iiampsniie's continuance to
manufacoare ^aaiioy gooas .
lY. How I^ow Hampsnire's goods are produced.
A. Visit a n^xiiioer of repretoeiitabive ixidustrias, if possiole.
3. If fiOt possible, navo a pupil or pupils gatner a»^ mucn
first xiand infor!i;^t ion as poysioli aiid give a report on
"How Ootton v^lotn is .uade", "ij'rora a Tree to i^aper"
, "Tne
Story of i,xy Snoes",
€
"The otorjr a viranice Bloo^t iold'', etc.
G. ij^ind out '.vnero tne raw uateri-.lci coma from ana ^vnere tliey
are dlaposed oi. use maps freely.
D. Determine, if possible, the sxill required in the various
industries visited or investigated.
Y.How and ivnere He"/ .-ia psnire's x^'-^^^iiJ-^t s are sold.
A. Discuss the different rne'Chods of selling goods, as vmolesale
and retail, tiio selling aj:ency, jobbers, jravoli/ig salesmen,
direct -to- the - consumer, etc. what ar-3 tne advantages and
disadvantages of each method?
B. i^ind out wnere the mar ice ts are for tlia diiforeni; proaac;.s.
( Jse maps fredly.)
1. j'^or example, wooden heels from i»e\7 xia.ipshire are sold in
Australia.
a. v7nat compete fcion must such heels maet and how is it over
coma?
n. Packing
1 . The necessity of honest and strong pac^iing.
VI. Industries otner than manufact uting.
A. j?armL ng.
1. VYhy is farming carried on in i^'ew **ampsnire?
a. nearness to aariets - - stress .
b. Soil. (liew hampsnire soil is not all ainproductive
despite notions to une contrary.)
c. Climate.
d. Transportation.
2. Crops raised. '.Vhy? ^low the first six.
3. Products turned out. Wny? .^ow tne first six.
4. How and wnere tne Kew iiampsnire farmei^disposes of his
crops and products?
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5. \TaaTa does tne liew Hampshire farmer .^et nis
a. St 0 0^ feed.
b. fertilizers.
c . Llaohinery.
.
6. V/Jriy are so few of iJew iiampahire's inhabitants fartners?
7. IVhat does tne future liold for i^ew .iainpshire in agriculture
3. L'Jjnberixag
1. Where carried on in Kow uampsnire.
2. Carried on at all seasons oi tne y^^ar now. \fnat makes this
possible ?
11. Snow still imporT/anc. V<ny?
3. Pne story of ; iJew iiampsnira log from tiie iime it is oai;
until it leaves me State as a chair, a box, a roll of
paper, a nandlti , etc.
4. Scientific forestry; its imaning*
a. fne need of it and -zae value of it to IJew Hampsnire.
1. i'he raiation between soientifio forestry and rural
welfare in ..ew aainpshire.
b. What is being done in i^ew cianipsnire
.
C. Uining and quarrying.
1. Minerals mine.; or quarried,
a* iietnods used.
2. Location of (quarries and mines.
5. Jses of tne materials: quarried or mined.
4. ij^uture developments.
D. Tne vacation industry -- the industry of re-creation.
l.What I^e^7 liampii'nire possesses for tne vacation induLtry:
rl.
Summer
2. Winter
b. Scenery
II
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^l.SeashorejS
1 . Varied) 2 .Laices
) 3. Mount ains
o.G^ood transportation jrailroads and highways.
d. Excellent accomodations.
2. Nearness of rJew Hampshire's playground to dense populations
as tnose of Boston, ilew York, jPhiladelpnia,etG
.
3. Value to Nevy Harapsnire and its future.
VII. Tne problemLj that are facing idew xiampshire industriea.
A. Problems of iiianufact urinfT and mining
3. Problems of traneportati m.
C. Problems of agriculture.
D. The need of conservation in iJew Ha.. pshire.
VIII. How x<ev7 nappsnira's comjiercial and industrial life is
encouraged.
A. Chambers of Com.'nerce and tneir work.
3. i;^arm bureau activitie;.
.
G State Agricultural rixperiment Station and Cooperative
Extension vVorii.
D. State x^ublicity Bureau.
3. State Legislature.
Exhibits at 3t.".te and interstate f^irs, e. g. iiastern
States Exposition ai Springfield.
( See next page
.
)
/

Unit 2.
The '^tory of Ne'.T Kampshir
Problem; To study th^ story of Ne w H^impshire ' s growth so thi-it the
pupils m^y kno?; (1) wh^t factors caused th=i settlement of New xiampshire;
(2) the methods employed by the settlers to obtain a livine: and what
dlffic'ilties Rnd hardships were encountered; (2) what parts the people
of Hew Hampshire have played in the est -iblishment preservation, and
expansion of this nation; (4) what tne social ana political ideas
of past generations of IJew Hampshire have been; (5) how industry
started, developed, and continues in the state; and (G) to appreciate
and evaluate the heritage that has been handed do-vn so tnat
purposeful progress may be continously achieved.
I. ?ind out why the children are interested in lie?? Hampshire.
A. Probable reasons.
1. Birthplace
2. Waere parents get a living.
3. Has had many interesting characters ana incidents con/iected
with its history.
7/ithout doubt 1 and 2 are tne main reasons for tneir
intere
II. Since the loupil's intorost are based on birthplace and
parents ability to earn a living let us find out what the
Uew Hampshire of today is.
A. A rapid retie"/ of Jnit
,r 1 dealing with the resources and
activitiefr of Hew Hampshire will furnish the necessary
bac^^gro.md.
III. "Grreat oaxcs from little acorns grow".
A. New Hampshire's beginnings were small and uncertain; yet
the growth li^e that of an oak has been steady and sure
until today Hew Hainpshire iki a substantial commonwealth.
Hi
f r
I
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L3t us no-," examine ttis growth.
lY.The period of beginnings and the
colonial eve.
A. ^arly ex-lorers of the co-Bt of
i^e- xiamppli^ re : Pr^^^,
Champlain, f^nd Smith.
3. The Uason and Gorges grant, 162:-:.
1. Division of the grant in 1629 gives
ITew Hampshire to
iviason.
2. Mason's grant a financial liability to
nim bat the
sourc^ of much irritating litigation to tne
ooUnists.
a; First permanent settlement made near
the mouth of the
Piscataqua River. (Wow Portsmouth.)
1. The settlement of Dover, Exeter, ^nd
other south-
eastern to-vns followed.
2. At this -ooint the settlement of the home
to7m mi-ht
've 11 be studied.
3. The settlement of ^e^^ Hsnpshire continued
into the 1800' S.
D.The life ofi" the early colonists.
1. Consult Oolonial Lif.-^ in New Hampshire by
?assett for
a good description of.
2. Life cnar^oterized by hard v7orit, dangers, and
suffering,
yet there w^:): a rude abundance of plenty for the
worker.
5. The influence of the Ohuroh.
E» Indian and French warfare-
1. In the main the wars were not due to aotions
of tne
colonists but to thi bickerings of European pov;ern.
2. A hard^et of colonial fighters d-^veloped: Capt . John
Tyng; Capt. Phines f^tevensj Vnughn (at Louisburg); Capts.
Robert, Hichard James Hoge "S ; Cspt. John Joffe;
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Capte. John and i7il?Liam Stark an:, others,
c "elf-confidence developed as a result Ji thsLe wars.
E. Colonial goverriinent
.
1. The hundred j-^ars plus struggle with the Llasonian
Proprie^rors
.
2. The t-70 period of .lassachiiE otts control; lo41-164S;
1689- 1741.
3. As a separate colony l^.ew Hampshire al-.vay:; shovjed an
independent attituda toward "^nglndd's claims.
a. Examples of.
V.Uow -^iaiiipshire ' s part in Hevolut ionary '.Var Period.
A. People of iJew Hampshire independent in spirit ana opposed
to aute:iipts of -^ing JraoT^^ Ill's ministers to lessen
self-government in x^hq colonies.
B. Uinute-men early organized in ICew iiaiiipsnire .
1. Castle "Villiam ana ..lary at Portsmoatn f Kewoastle ) seiz-
ed by ilew J.a:apshirit es on -Jec. I'^x^l?/^.
G. iiew HaLipsuire rallies to c_-e support of ^.i^ssachuset ts
after the Batule of Lexington.
D. iie'.y ilaiupsjiire ' s part at txie iattle of jiun.cer ^--ill.
Hew Harapsnire find the Battle of Beniiington.
1. Jen. John Starrc's p^.rt and spirit.
2. John Langdon's patriotic part.
F. We'v aampsnire's activities on tna sea.
J. Jtuer contri oat ions of ICew uampsnire .
H. looted isew Hampshire patriots. -^a.<ie a list of.
7 1 . lie w liamp lhi r e ' s jr o wth t o ad ul tho o d
.
A. iJew hciinpshire adopts a liberal coxisti tation - - oaliea
radical at that time - - now looited upon as a conservative
document
.
1
3. hie "'Ivorth GJiintry" beco.nas settisa.
1. Settlers ;7ere of one "Iron Bread".
C. Hew iiaiiipshire and thar '..ar of 181E.
D. The beginning of ipanafact ares in Hew rlampt-hire •
1. .^onej 7;i uhdravm from snippin^^ and trading turiaea into
maniifact aring
.
2. Jevelopuent of manufac^t aring at ^.oancheEter
,
i.'ashaa,
s^onouid ina eisewnere.
2. -i.t this poinu one ae veiopiiiej.AO of uianu.±ac;bu.x'ixig in
JOur GO .Vii iiia^/ ^ti i.iaced«
^. fne inilaence of " fanjcee- genius " suown in large n.^aoer
jf inventions credited to i..'e\v nawpsnire.
a. ulSlxs a list of.
3» Internal iinproveraents
.
1. fne build Lnj of turnpi^ies and oridgeti*
a. Heavy expenses incurred cau.S8d many to be built by
private corporat ' oxis
;
hence, tolls.
b. Abolition of Lolis. Why?
5'. First real sueamboat the invention of Capt . Samuel i^orey
of iJew iia-apsnire •
3. Canal bailain,, soon gives a.vay to tne steam railroad.
1. Sarly railroad building in i^ew Haiapsnire na i-ne
opposition it nad to overcoiue.
H. Growth of religious tolerance.
I. 3st6l)lishment of schools and acaderaiej;.
1. jJartnraoutn College gets on a firm foandauion. during
this period.
J. Political parties anu tneir struggles.
!• Franiclin -L-ierce alacteu President of une Jnited States.
<»
The growth of tne anui-slavery. movament in Ne J^iaiap. nire .
1
HO*
VII. lie\i -ianpajiire ' ti part in preserving- tn..3 Jni-.n'
A. ifew daiap..hiTe patriotiGailj anfe'/zerc to onli to anus
in tne Civil V.ar.
3« Bevj Ha'upsnire iossea -.vera the largest in propjrtion
to h ?r po;: ilat ion of any l\;ortnern bf;.te«
1. LojK d'^: tne nictor;; of tne various regiinexits.
G. Effects jf Civil V.ar on L'ew riampcnire .
VIII* .[he progre;;s or che Jranite St- te since tne ^ivil .»ar*
A. Increase in tne .:^T07ich. of manufact ares
.
3. Decrease in the extent of tne Stated; agriculture - -a
more intensive agricaltare conso- ntly being pracu ised.
.
C i:nproveiQ3ntc> In means of transportation ana
Goraiaanicati on.
D« rroivth and improvement of eaucation.
2. Growing appreci tion of Je.v H«imp:^iiire as a re-creation
area.
F. Social conditio;\s and improved standards of living.
I
A anit It ice #S."naw Hamps.iro;
m X«.d V.hi«h ArtxB.s.
U.stclans. an. Wrtxer. »re Xnspirea"is
pri.artXy for appreciation,
.et. at once. th. danger of eacn
a .wdy o.in.. a coUac.ion of fao.s.
--a .HP facts tilers oa^i bs no
facts, and more racts appears,
.itnout .ome .
appreoiatioa. denoe . I nave trie, to
present B..n fac.s as .ill
give tne .no.led.e .pon .nicn
intelligent appreciation ma. oe oasea.
, ti.r -hat ^ present tnis anit. Yetiji
it nas been
It is vith riesitation on -
xo-..ii
pr.seated only aft^r S3veral siftin.s
and it eee..s vo contain
tne .ini... of facts noooseary.
..i. ..ady w.an acUaUy presented
-„A Air tnp a'-e of pictures, raplioas,
to a olasE is to oe sapple.fien.ed
oy e . P
.layin. of piece, of .acic. and
reaain.s tnat .ill idi-tra.e
,,,ee Of .or. ac.o.apXisned uy
tne artietB. .u.tctan. ana
.r.ter.
o<f ii9W aaiqpsnire.
^ . u w.o Tf- 1 hp artists, masicians,
Pro\»l-n. TO study tne contribat
lo/is ot tne i^i ,
and writers in tneir respective
fielas so tnat the papils
,no. (1) wnat tne various oont
rioutions have been; (2) to .now
some.nin. concerning tne nature
of .he..e contributions; (.) oo
•
.h. ..T:siae 7orld has recognised and
appreciated
^now to -.vhat exi-em; the outsi
J .xa
, . ^-f- -r liv-^^-^ 0+' tne outstanding
their -.vori^s; (4) to /.now sometnm^.
ox tue iv.. o.
crH '^n-'aared in ^ne v^xrious lines
men and women v7no nave oeen
and a., ^n .^.
-,.--!- -• no nndpr -/hicii the./ .v»2>iied
of »fio l; (£) to .Lao:i auoa,,
tne conai.x.no a ae
and .....erein .e. Hampshire
conditions .ere nelpfai and inspiring;
and
Jo)to consider ho. and vne.ein
tdis production of .ortn-.nile
contribations may be continued in
re. ^a^psnlre.
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I . To find, a point of contact -.viiii Lne oiiiiirsn to aif:cover
why and 7/h3rein the ohildren nr;; interei^ted in art, iiiusio,
and lit ^ratura
.
A» Art, xaasic, ana literature entertain.
B.Art , mcLsiG and literature provide for instructive and
inspiring'- use of leisur:? ti::i-^.
G. Art, lijusic and literature have vocational and
avooational influences.
D. Pride in tn-3 accomplisnment s of tno vState in these
various fields.
II. Importance of ^e^N rlampsiiire in the fields ox art, music,
and literatare.
A. "Probably no other ot'^.t-? acoordinj to sii-e, has produced
a greater ni^aber of notable , in those fielas than xlevv
Harapshire''
.
1. Tno challen^i-o of the above st.^-t exnsnt
.
III. Ue.v -lampshire ' s artists and sculptors.
A. Art the universal language.
B« Tne painters of iJew ^lappshire*
1. Abbot fna/3r.
a. Lived and -.voriCed largely in Gouthwestern iiew uampLnire .
b. Best painting ''-xonadnocxi" is at cne ^-letropolitan
i.iuseun of ^rt in j.-:-?w Yor^i.
c. Wor.2 in regard oo proteccive coloration- basic ideas
used in cainoufla '3
2. i.xaxfield Partlsh
a. Capable ( reco^'nised ) painter and illustrator.
b. Educated at Hav3rford Jolieje and Pennsylvania Acade.ay
of .-^'ine Arts.
o. Wor/t consists of

l.iiagazine Govarfj- - ran^is first toda/ as a painter of.
2. book illustrations as
a. "iiiOtnsr aoose in ^rose'.
0. 'Tne \ji-old.en Age".
0. ",inio.-terboGker ' s -listory of x*ev7 '/orit''.
5. Galoxid5.r painuings
a. onowin.;^ one history of ligiiJb. (evolatioii of)
4. Separate paintings
a. "Snciiantmenc "
.
b. "A Venetian Lamplighter", ftna others,
d. Honors avaraea:
1. 3l30tel to .A;nerioan Artist ."ooioty in 18^7.
2. Honerablc^ .nenCion at iuri:., in lyOO«
2. Silver medal a.c xiuffalo ixx 1:^10.
4. neoognizea aij an oatstandihg Aiaerican artist*
3. Graorge Je ^^orest irash.
a. Born in the South ( ["ennessTe ] oat nas spent raucn of nis
time in oornisn, x^e'.v ixarapsjiire
.
D. wortcs;
1 . I'ne j(i.o 0 s e ant " .
2. " iiiother and Child'.
3. " The Artist".
4. "Ine Azteo Aing ana una Sculptor'.
G. (Vor^s recognized as being of merit.
4 . Al fre d Come 1 i us :Iowl and .
a. iiorn in '.Valpole, xiev/ Aajiipshire in 1828
b. Studied art at x^usseldorf ana Paris.
c. i'ainted in x5ew ^ioTti and Berlin.
d. .Vor.-is:
1. "Fourth, of July x-arade - exiiibioea at tne '.Vorld's

Columbian Sxiiibit ion.
2. "Ths Yale ^o'enoa" - noi owned oj .niversiby.
3. "Driving a iSargain" - now in tno leitjh'con li-aiiery, -il-
4. 'Tho jbot Boiler".
6. "Mornine on Lhe rdver* Ban^s "
.
6. "Tne Viila^:-; 3ana".
7. "On the Hoosac".
Ulyssees iJow xenney {182o-lt»08) "isew MampSi^ire ' -."ortraiG
Painter''
.
a. 3orn in rlanover anj. saoarjd his ari; iidaosition under
private instructors.
b. Wor-'is:
1. i!^ull lengtii portrait ox ^-resident i'rani^lin --'ier^e anu. o±'
John P« Jale . ioth .r-' no.v to bo found in liie Hall of
jiepresentat ives 'it the-^tate house in Goncora.
2. Painted uhe portrait, s of many of tue notable sons of
NevV Hampshire, .^ra oo oe found in the corridors of the
Ltate iiouse. Ainong oneoi are aon. ooim a. o-'ix f i^no was tie ?i
Governors Hill, Ooldy, xiarriiaan, John x^ell, esGon and
/Oddeli. (Ajtotal of o4 of iiis paintings ar.=j to oe fouxid
in tjiis buiidin,' .
)
6. Joseph Araes (1816- ld/£)
a. xjorn in ..oxbury; and eduoated nimself in art.
b. A portrait painter of note.
o. f/ic ;iiost of his v/orii in host on.
d. Works
:
1. x'ortrait of Pope iius Ih (painted in home.)
2. hot.?d as a portrait painjer o.. Daniel V.ebster- his
'.Vabster paintings occupy the same position as tne Ctaurt ' s
r.
i
#7S.
'.VasI-iington$
^aBt -uioam , oVaer inan portx^ait paiubiags, are
a. "liiranaa''.
b. "..xorniiio" •
G • "i^ignt ''
.
d. 'Tno ^eatn of .',ebster''.
. Jonn ..olliriC Til^on (IS^^/j - IBdo)
a. -00 rn in L- ad on.
b. Stadent oi uhe Venetian Coao j1 ana. !:io&t of niL> paintings
depiot foreign scexisK.
1 . " The r al y o 3 of The b 8 s '
.
2, "Qo.'no".
iii . "Lagoon of Venice"' (exhibited at ui^s Pniladelpnia ICx-
iiibicion in lb 76.)
4.''/enotian ."isning ioats" ana "x^Oiae from ..xOu.nL a.ventine"
(are iio -j in tii3 Joroor.-in J-aiiory ao r.ashin^ton)
. Other NeT --Ianip>;hire painters of note
a. Stephen xarrieh flB4b 4- -) i«i.aie a ori^f S/^etch of hie tfdjfk.
b. Sdward lliohols (16£0 - 1671) ^a^e a brl^f SK-itoh oi
hi a -.vorrC.
o. Albert }. iioit (1609 - 1870^ Jia.ii.Q a brief sketch of hiL
;7or^.
d. Llorae Shiirtleff (16i58- ) «La.tie a brief s.i.^tcn or; hio -'orti.
e. Adna Tenny (1810- 19)3) ' ' " " " "
f. Elizabeth 1. Boagherea^ {loc7- X'jZd) ^.I^iia a urief s.-:etGn
of her voriC
The Sculptors of Le'.v .laT.piihire .
1. Lar.iin 0. .^ead (lo*>b- 1690)
a. jiducatiia first in ^iiiierioa- - lat ;r in life studied in
r
.,76
ana naa a utaaio in Izalj (.aach visic^i 07 A::ioriuansj
b. -?irbt reoognitiJii caaia from tne Snu-;? ^n^rsl (first in
snow -md th.^n in .a-,rble)
0. Jtxier ./orivS.
1. SfcatnQ of Vermont, for ctate :ioa.be at •^oni/polier
.
£. ^than .allon.
3. "The l\etamed Soldier".
4. Abraham LinooLn
5. 'Cavalry, "Infantry, 'Artillery," and ''i^avy".
6. "r.,etiix"n of iroserine to tne i.ealms 01 _lu.to".
7 . "Co lumb as Las t Appeal".
. Janiel Che seer Jrenoh
a. Born in Ii^xeter II. H. and early in life iuoved to
Oambridfje , ...ass .
c. -.eceived first irainin^^ in clay modeling from -funy
^oott sister of Louise -.a^ ..loott, ti^e v/riter.
o. Ltadi3a at ..lass. InSu. 01 - . .^1,. in bt;idios in
ioston an-L -Brooklyn; an^. later in Jlorance.
d. Wor IE
:
1. "Tne ivliniite i-an" - iiis firsc import ' nt ".70i k and
probably his be^t.
a. unveiled at Concord xsridge in 167 ij,
2. "John riarvara ii: ^amGrid^e
.
a. yae O- tne best of it., type for paulic bailj.ing
o. "Jeneral -^rant" at Philadelpnia.
4. "'jeneral .lOo^er' slx, _;osT;Oii (State noase ,-£TOiUia£, , )
6» Statiie of Lincoln at '.asnington, J.C.
6. Statue of Lincoln at Omana, iieoras^ca.
7. "Jeatn Staying ine aana of "cn-^ ;S.;alpbor" (one of ni
best
.
)
8. "xvepaolic" (^ixLy feet ni^^n anu lor tne Worlu syaii-
GI
tl
r
9. ^jj.r groups repria a anting '.he Jn"Cinent;s for 1:^.3
ITe^v Yoriii Custom :-oac9
.
e. j-reatness oi' iiis vvor^s due to
1. Attention to detail
#
2. ino'.vledge of lunexi^an liaders aiiu. of .-jnerioan life.
5. x^atriotio spirit.
S. Augustas Saixit-^audens 1848-iyJ7.
a. Life.
1. oorn in jjubliii, irela^iu.; bat came to this country
early in life
.
2. -at lo '.v'is apprsntiooci to ca;aeo cutter.
ij . otudied ni,^'nt8 at Oojper Jnijn and iicaae^uy of j-iebi^n.
4. Studied in x'-^ris and in r^ome
.
t) . ^d.uch inflaancev-L ui^? Civil ,ar, lui -'ranco- xTULiLian
',Var, nd otn^r Historical nMppenin.x of mis ti»n^.
6. i/id borae of nis "/or.-c at Cornisa, i^e-.v Ha-opshire .
b . -orris
.
1. .medallions of xiirrn order e.^. tne ;nedalliJn of
Peter Cooper.
2. Panels or bas-reiieis
a. "ine Children of Jacob Sniff".
b. "fiie Cnild_en of TrescoLt nail -Sutler".
c. "hobert Louis .:tevanson''
.
3. Statues:
a. 'I'ne Puritan".
0. "Ad .iral x'arragut"
c. "ine Seated -L.incoln ' at Chicago { -vas moaellod i.i nis
Carnit^ii, studio.)
d. "Dhe 8t- ndin;^; Lincoln" at wnicago (nn outstanding,'
rc
stat ue
.
)
e . ^' The Ho o e rt So . Id Shaw .uO r i 3 1 "
.
f. "rne fhiilips .Broo.^s x,iemorial" (at Irinity ::iiuroii,
g. "Jenejil Snerman".
n. Allegorical group for the 3oston fuolio Library,
i. ..luon soiigxit lor private wor^.
c. He cognition.
1. Zaxlj r - cognised an oatstanding scalptor- now
Galled"Ajierica ' s Greatest soujjptor."
£. nonorary dogreas Irom
a. Harvard.
b . Yale
.
c. rrinceton.
3. ^^oreign r-") cognition and nonors.
ihe Cornish Colony.
a. Cornif.n - a deligntful and pict u.refca
.
ue town.
D. Home of many outstanding artists, sculptors and writers.
1. ^Vho have lived Ciier.? da;^e a lifco.
c. Tne Augustus .-'aint- )aud9ns x.ie.aorial.
1. Looatod at une Saint 'Jaudens estr^te.
2. Purposes:
a. iO ;aa:C3 available eituer in replicas or originals
tne wor.i of Saint - ^iaudens
.
D." i'o aid, encourage, nd assist young sculptors of
promise"
.
c.i'o oring together collections (originals nd
reproductions) of American sculptors.
5..^uch visited- in I'Il r. uj-to iiO.OJJ visitors.
4. Hromis;s to do raucn in d-eveloping sculptors and in add
ing CO tno fame of i^Iew damp sn ire .
cr
IV. New iiaiipisnira ' 0 ^^asioians and n-,er cont irbuLl ^ns to r:iaL>io.
A. MUGii local masic vritocn.
B. Walter ^litt^ardge
1. iorn in i-ierriiiiao
a. Tvrote several Civil ar songt of •.viiich "Tenting on lae
Old 0 amp-ground" is tne ueat .mov/n.
C . " The dat onin son c,,uart e t '
.
1. All born in Liilford - four of tne thirteen cnildren of
Levette -^ut chins on.
E. Toured in tne ilortnern States in tne interests of teuiper-
ance and anti- slavery
3. Composed imny songs.
4. Gave 11,000 conoer-cs; and mado ^Cittredge's "Tenting on
the Jld Camp-ground" famous.
D. riartna i^an Shapard.
1. Born at i\Iew HamptDn.
2. Eaxlj in life SiU^'ad great ability; made ner deout at ijie
age of fifteen.
2. Always popular with tne public; as a painisi.
4. ^onsider:d an aucnority on musioal matiGrs.
E. iirs. H» H« A. j3eaon (Amy iviarcy Oneiiej*)
1. Born in denni^ier.
2. Is consider::, the great st living musician of iiew nampsnire
5. iTirst public appearance was in Boston at the age of ten.
4. Possesses a thorougn musical education.
5. Gomoositions largely of a clai.sical nature,
a. Be St niiown
1. "hose of Avontown".
2. "'iaelic Sympnony".
S. "Tne ...instral and tne i£inf "
.
ci
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4. Jp3re"C"Ca "Ind iear's at Z113 Sprint:" from ijrownin^:'s
poeifl "Pippa raseas" is ojnsiaered. ner best,
b. Also nas .'/ritten cancatas,i anihems
,
son^js , and sonatas
for tna piano and violin.
F» illd;?ard -iley.ander .viacDoweil (1861-1907)
1. Gonsi dared x^ew rxampsnire ' s greatest miisioian.
2. Born in .Jew Yor^t City.
S. rieceivad tna osLt uiusiual edaoaiion i-uat Lnis country
and CiUrope coald give*
4. Ability earl;/ r.^oognized and appratfaLea in tne united
States
•
a. SntiiLisiast ically reoaivad evoryT^nere tnat ne piayea.
5. In lat 3 lifa ratirau to ±^eterooro, ilew d'^impcnira to compose
musio find to re c:t
.
6. Some of nis oast ^cnov/n vVOrKs are
a. "jtf'orast Idyls".
b. ''Vvoodland S.-cetones" (most popular.)
G. "^'iraside Tales".
d . "Sea Pieces" .
e. "Jew iingland idyls"*
7. i-iacDowell ' s infiaenoa on Araerioan masic.
a. i'avorod tne aborigional .iiatio of i;ne iieu ^len -s the
raasij for Vrte- ilmerioai
b . jJisappr^oved of tne idea tnat American masio snould
De crimen from tne negro.
1. Really sensed tjie coming evolution of jazi; from
negro music.
c. The naturalness and oeaut,/ of nis music maen appreciated
oy American musical autnorities /
rr
I
8. I.lacjJov7ell was al;:o a poet -and artiBi; oi auiliuy.
The luacDowell Oolony.
1. A .iiemoriai escaulisiied by .irc . ..lauBowell in .nehiory of ner
liasband at Petercoro.
2. i^urpose: to sncourage the staiy ?irid prodaot ion of
orsativa inusic.
2. A beaatifiil estate .vitn little studios z'or txie study
of iQUSiO.
4. Liany no^ed .nasioians have t^tudied nera.
lie?; d[?}mpshire ' s '.vriters and their contributions to literat.^ra.
A. New .iampshire nas nad inany wriuera of aoilioy.
B. j-'ne niscorians.
1. xiany -'/riters of local nistory- praotically every x^ei?
Hampshire tov7n. has nad its history written at somotirue.
2. 'writers of ina nistory of one State.
a. Belicnap.
b. Stackpolo (probably une best.)
0. Sanborn.
C. Vriters on scientific and geograpnical materials.
1. Minund :.l Blunt
a. Wrote tne 'Tne ^^'^nerican Coast Pilot'', ohat p^:-s. eo. T»hrough
50 editions.
2. Starr ^i
a. Wrote "Tne V/nite .iills and their Lessrends" - af cer fifty
years is Ltili considered tne best .vor.i on tne '.ihite
1.10 ant ains
.
3. J^eofge -liartlett rrescotL.
a. A noted scientist and e leotrici&n.
b. Wrote expensively on electrical subjects.
<t. Albert ^» Blaisdoll

7/ - •
a ":Tote extensively on physiology ana aj^lene
»
b. jjid mucn to popularize hygiene.
D. Religious ^rite: a ana c^aohex S
1, Ja^nes j^reem-in Clark.
a. V/ro-ce: (1) "i'en ^reat .-.eliijions " : (.;•) ' Jrtnodoxy;
"OoriLnon Sence in li.iii on
"
, ana (^J "j:jS£jentialB auiia
I^on-escent ial^ in ^.eligion''.
2. ilary Baicer Zlay.-j?he jToander of tne '-nrieti-in ocienue
...oveiaenc
.
a. Born in i3o-.? in ld£l.
b. graduated from j?lymoath i^^ori:lal -onool .(in J/o nftn-a"'"*^^^ '^'^j^ )
o. 5'oand Christian Soienoe in 1866.
d. Opened first Cnristian Science Cnurcn in Boston in lb7i^
aiid 77as its firi:;t pastor.
e. .ilxtensive writer of religious w.r.-ts; among the best
icuown are (1) "Science and Health -.vith a S.qj to uiie
ocripturos". $£) "Trutn and iirror"; and (o) "^nristian
healing"
.
S. ilovelistc.
.
1. E,a.Tly writers
a. dans r'or'Cir
b. rdcnard ^iimball.
c Constance Jj'eninio: e Aoolson.
Wor^s were important in th;ir day but are largely
forgOLten today.
2. Gnarlei: Carlton Coffin
a. Both a novelist ana popular writer to history.
1. "vVas GorrespondenL at zae front for tne -lioston Journal
during the Civil V.ar - besc .mown vvor^s deal vitn uhis
period

Popular leoLurer.
c. Best .morm vvor.csj
1. ''jruLii-beat of tae iJ-i:iti on".
E. "Tli3 Boys in Blue".
c, "i'ollOnrinj tne iPlag".
4. "The Boys of '76."
5. "Winning ais "Va^ '.
6. "A Lifo of Lincoln".
d. vVor^s mach read tou.ay by bo^'-s.
3. Winston Churchill.
a. ^iernber of ihe Cornish Colony.
b. 33 St inown wor-iS|
1. "The Inside of the Cup".
2. "The Crisis".
3. "Tne :ros5:ing".
4. "Richard Carvel".
4. Henry Augustus Shute fUndere Snute".)
a. ropular -vriter, especially ior boys*
b. 3est mom vvorivs:
1. "A Ileal i/iar^ of . Real 3o^"-
£. "xv^al Boys".
5. "A i!''ew l^iei^rnbors"
.
p. The Poets*
l.ilobert /rost.
a. iPoe.'.is de8ori03 co.intry life in Kew ."England.
b. Best -mown poeiast
1. " Boy's Vail".
2 . " -vio unt in Int a rV3 1 " .
3 . " lv3 '.7 liamp sh ^ rt; " •
4. "iiorth of Boston" - a ollection of poens.

7r84
.
2. Cecil Dhaxter.
a. -roernc mirror aex life din tij.e Islfi of Shoals,
b . 3e St .:no vm -.vo r c s i
1. ".imong th) Isle of Shoals".
2. jJrift V/eed''.
3. "Ine Graise of tae i^ystery''.
4. "Poems for Onildren".
3. fnomas Bailey Alirich.
a. i'oet, editor , and novelist.
b. Bast acnoiTn worj.s:
1. "-.iarjorie Ja'?".
2. "Ballads of -:)abie -^-eli ana Other xoe^us."
b. "i?oet^i of Portsmouxn".
4. "The Story of a Bad Joy".
4. Edna Dean -u'rootor.
a . Best iLiiown V70 rics :
1. " Songs of .u.ierica '.
2. "aiory of Toil".
3. "i/oom of o.ie uhite llills".
J. Play writers.
1. i^any local pageants and plays have been -.vritten, especial
.y
in connecii jn vi . h "Old Home i>ay''
.
2. Percy ..xac^aye
a. A member of Lhe Cornish Colony.
b. ICducated in thia coaatty and aoroad.
0. A playwri?Tht
,
pO':3t, and lecturer.
d. Plays and -/oriisi
1. "Phe Scare oro-v" .
2. "Tne Canterbiry Pilgrims".
ii. "Galio-^n ^^nd tne Yellcv Sunds".
iI
i
#86.
4l. "A Tiiousand Years Ajgo".
H. -Editors.
a. Born in Amherat.
b. r]ditor of the Trilr.ma - a grr'-at .intelleoLual force
in journalism.
G. Anui-slavery a;-itator.
d. iuamber of Congress.
e. Candidate for President oii Liberal Bepublican ana
Lieinocratic lic'rcets.
E. Charlet; i^jiderson i^ana.
a. Born in -iinsdale
.
b. -issistam: editor of tne Tribane in 1847.
0. oeoretary of V.ar for a cirae.
d. -tf'arne came as editor of tne ilew ^or^ Sun - a very able
man •
I .Misoellaneous^vriters.
1. John iraiian :irooK:s - a ryriter on social subjects,
a . 'Vo rics :
1. "SociHl Unrest".
2. "As Others »^ee Us".
2. "'fhe iiaHerioan Citizen".
2. "lanley Bacon Townsend.
a. iJatare lover and has :7ritxen dooks dealing ./itn natur
- nas done much to stimulate interest in nature stuuy
b . Wor IS
:
1. ''J^e tiling bac.-c t^ x^iature".
£. "i'riendly Visit in^r wiuh Birds".
3. li^leanor ro]^er.
a. 3est -mown for her Tollyanna bocis .
il
t86.
4. Joseph r^mereon '.Vorcester
.
a. riorn in Bedford.
b. A voluLiiinj.iS -.Titer.
c Brought ouL tne Universal and Grit leal i^ictionarj in 18^6
1. .?irst dioti.jnary to use illustrations.
E. ?or a lon^j time was tne rival of webster^
Jnabriaged i/ictionary.
VI. i^ew iiarapsnire and its future in/art, musio, and literature.
A. iMev7 Harajshire a land of beauty.
B. l!l9W jianpsnire's cliinate is stimulating.
C. ile7/ iianipshire is close to zhe cultural centers of tne country
1. iJoston.
&. i^ew York.
S. Philadelphia
4. 'Washington
et c
.
D. Increasing number of talented people coming to l^ev7 ^lampsnire
evi^ry year.
1. The influence of the Cornish Colony.
2. The influence of the j^eterboro Colony.
3. The influence of lesser centers
Jnit TT 4.
Ivew Hampshiie as a Land o::' .ao-Creation
Problem: To study i.'ew Haupsiiire as a l^ana of re- Creation to that
the pupils may imo;? (1) what iJe .7 xi- mptnire ha a to of^er as i
re-J^eation aroa; (2) what activities j::re carrieo. on for re-
creasijii in liew iiampsnire at tna various eej^sons of tne y. ar;
(2) where the various re-creation areas in iiew Itampshire fire
i
xe7.
and rhat thej individually have to offer; (4) tne story of xne
as'/elopmonc of the re-creation indutstry; and ib) v/hat are the
present trends and the future of the industry.
I. The spoxy of/^nftaeu5
A. His n^ed of Sleeping nis feet in oon^aot "/iin cue earth.
S» The need in tiiese modern times of people frequently
ooraing in oontaot *ith nature.
1. Wor'i more strenuously.
2. kodern conditions are exhaustive of strength.
3. ?requent ratiier than protracted rest?-rperioas to be desir
II. vVhat ^Iq'N xlainpshire - "the S'^itzerland of America"'- has to
offer as re-cr-3atijn area:
A* An invigorating clinate - i;Tiportant. \Vhy?
1. Sumnior: cool and refreshing.
2. V»inter: cold with abundant sno
,
yet stimulating.
3. Varie; scenery.
1. laore typos than any otner State In tne Jnion.
a. Sea- shore.
b. iilountains a /id hills.
c. Valleys and plains (not extensive plains)
d. La^es and yonds.
e. Rivers and strea.as (:7ilh iaiit..)
C. Accessibility.
1. hear to dense centers of population as r^oston, Woroefiter^
Providence, iJew lor^:, and rhiladelpnia etc -.vhich -ire less
than a days journey p.-vay.
2. People come fi-om more distani: parts of tne country (and
even from foreign cjuntries) to visit 11e\7 dampsnire's
scenic offerings
a. iiiame places (other than tnose mentioned in this out-

line) from v/nich people jo.:ii go visio Ilevv iupBiiira.
1. Jhecjx up on oiit-of-&t to aatoiaobiios is helpiai .
3. Railroads reacii the mora importani. ra- cr^aoion oenterB.
4. State ni^^hways open up all parts oi t Sx^-.ta.
Comfortable acoomodat ions
.
1. i«iodern hotels
2. ifarra - hoases or otii'^r private iioasei.
.
a. Overnixht gaests.
b. "Boarders".
3. Auto-oamps for toarists.
a. Private.
b. Municipal
c . St ^ e .
d. iTede al (in the l\iatijnal jTorests.)
Assistance to visitors.
1. UOTZ of tno iitaue rublioio^" iiureaa.
2. V/orxC jf tne various Cnainbers of Com.aerv^e •
3. Work: of the varioas aatoaobiia clabs.
4. All )f thetjo organizations are interested in nelping tne
re- Great i jnists see tne interet^uing and beaaniful parts
of tne State
.
5. Parages, roadsid.; stands, servic"; stations, etc ascist
tne toarists.
I. !Vhat activitie-. are carried on for re-oreaoion in uev7 Hamp-
shire at tne various seasons.
A. Summer aotivicies.
1. liountain climbing.
£. Jiking.
3, -H^ishing.
4. Jolf.

5. Add at least five ^..jre.
B. ?all activities.
1. uanting
2. Add at le?isc five mor ,
.
C. Winter activities.
1 . ono7v- anoeiii/T
.
2. Siciin^^.
S. -Wishing.
4. Add ac least tnree.
D. Spring Ig not a ti^ne of mach re-or-isvt ional activit/. Vv'Jiy?
17. A stady of tne varijas rs-oraation areas of iie.v Hampshire.
A. The sea-shoro area.
1. Is varied in its scenery, altnoiit^h only 18 uiiles lon^.
£. ilampton Beacii.
i3 . -.ye ieacii.
4. Wallace Sands.
5. Isles-of Cnoals
6. Contains the estates of arnny wealta.y people,
a. Yet area is visited by all olastes.
3. The V.hitie ^.lO ant a in Area.
1. Term is loocely apolie.! to the raoant^iinoas area of Carrol,
Coos and Jrafton Goanties.
E. ^'resident ial rtange best aiown .
a. iiarao tne raoantains in this r^an^re
.
b. Jt . iVashinglon che oest .-cnown.
r
1. Ho .7 n.i^:h is ii?
2. Provisions for ascending.
2. Lesser ranges in tne .Vhite -j-oantain;.. System,
a. xjy.rne and locate ..he."i.

4. Othsr Outstanding features of this area.
a. i'ranoonia Hotcn and une Old ..v n of tne Mounuain (the
o^reat Stone Zaoe.)
1. Hoy/ x^ew Xainpsnir-3 raisea tne money to save this ar
b . 3oho Lake
•
o . The 3'lume .
d. Lost aiYer.
e. Profile Lake.
f. i^ixville Uotcn.
g. Pinkham's x^otch.
. Otner mountain and hill , eotions.
1. ihe .^onadnook region.
E. xlount -iearsarije (ana. the La^e Sunapee ) Region.
0. The hilly central portion of tne Stale.
. rhe Laice ..egions.
1. The vVinnapesaukee Series (four laKes;na:ne tnem. )
a. Importanoe to the city of Laoonia.
b. Characteristics of the -rea.
E. The Laiio Sunapee Region
.
a. onaractaristics of ine region,
b. The lie It i^'ound LaKe ivegion.
a. Jnaract eristics of i-ne r-gion.
4 . The Gonne ct i c at La:te s .
5 . Lesser La ces
.
a. La.ie Jmbagog.
b. Chocorua Lake.
0. Silver Lake.
d. Ossipee Ly.K:e»
e. vSpoffora La^^e
.
f. Lublin iiaie.
1
"
r
i
E. 2h-3 Connect icat River Vallay rvegion.
1. Contains many towns in which the vacation and suniiier
resilenu indastries aro iiaportant.
2. Confi,ains many beauty and historic spots.
Outstanding to?/ns in the re-oreation activity.
1. Bethlehem. iJotei for '//hat? (Has v20, j00 of taxable
property for every child in scriool.)
2. Conway and L'orth Conway. IJoted for wnat?
3. Lancaster. i;oted for what?
4. '.Vhitefield. iioted for what?
5. Littleton. Hoted for what?
6. Cornish, h'oted for v/hst?
7. CnarlestOTO. woteu for v.'nat?
8. walpole. L'oted for '.7nat?
9. Chesterfield fSpofford) liotea for what?
10. Jaffrey. I-Iotea for '.vhat?
11. Gunapee. looted for "vhat ?
12. I^e'.v j-iondon. x^otea for '.vjiat?
lo , flyiuoJ.th. Jotea for ".vnat ?
14. Laconia. lOted for what?
lo. iPort smoath. iiotod fo -.vhat ?
16. V/olfeboro. rioted for wnat?
18. Hamptdn. iloted for wriat?
18. Aye. iJoted for what?
19. Peterboro. iJoted for what?
20. Center ..arbor. Iioted for .vnat?
The above list does not incliide all tne towns of xlew
Hampshire that are identified with the re- credit ion inaaBtry.
iPraotically every x.'ew r.ampsnire to.'.'n is interested in this
industry to so ne extent:
.

.The story of the aevelopment of th3 r ^-cren.tiori inaastry.
At 3Iarl2/ settlers little appreoiatea tue scenic beauty e-no.
re-creational possibilities of the St&i-e. V^y not?
3. Abel Crawford opens a patii to tne "cop of i^t . iVasniugton
in lol9. importance of.
C. iitiiau Allen »Jrawford -'Tne orian-c of tue i,.oaaT:ains" ana hie
•vvo riC
.
1. ./ho 7/ere some of tne important people that iie guided?
J. Tne Viiilley ^ou.se.
1. An Inn.
2. o-ieath of tne Valley jPamily in tne landslide of IdSu.
3. The Tnite ..iOuncain r.egion T^ell jLno-.m before cue Civil .<ar
F* Otiier disLrioGs - Iso well ^^nov/n before looC.
l.iiach of tne seasi.ore development nas been since 19 Oo,
however
.
1, The sta^e coach -js a means of reaching tne resorcs.
1. Soon reduced in importance by the railroads. 'Any?
H. Che era of tii.e hotel supreiiiacy.
I. i'he coming of the autO:^obile ana. its changing influenoes
upon the re-creation industry.
1. linuiiierate the ?/ays in wiiich the auoomoDile nas cxxanged
Dixe ixidustry.
E. xhe preseiit attempts of tne notels lo adjust themselves
to changed conciitions caused by ti^e autoraobiles
.
J. The buying of farms for country noraes began eraly and con'
tinues "co the present day.
1. Influeiioe on a.j,r4calture •
2. influence on one rural town*
x» The oummer camp idea.

1. Dates back to 1900»
2. -irovvtii has b ^en ver/ rapid.
. Preeent Lrends and one fataro of tne ra-oreation indaatry.
A. iiULo.ujbile is
1. Opening ap nev/ areas.
2. Bringing in more people.
S. Shorter biit more fre-^aent; visits-
4. wausing une building of better roads.
B. Hotels are
1. -endine^ to concentrate e.g. Jetnlehem.
£. Caterin>5 "co transients.
5. Offering sports op por t; anit ies e.g. ^rolf lin-is, etc.
4. Tending to offer more reasonable rates.
0 . Some are keeping open all tiie ,7 ^ar
.
G. Atiito camps.
1. Tending to be more com on and mora saiiitary*
D. Value of 1 nd.
1. Tends to ••ipc)^s'^i^te due to continae^i buying of country
homes
.
2. Tends to appreciate, if it offers soenic po...oibili ties
( e.g. oaying r/jodland to prevent catxings which "/oald
mar '-he scenery.)
3* Oreater efforts being made to cater to the tj.i.risi:£ azia tiie
re-creation trade.
1. .iHstimated co have oeen v/orth yt-0, 000, 00'.) to xleT hampsnir
in 192o (.']x-inayor Trade/ of ..Manchester is b.ie au-Liioriiy
for tnis stateme.it.)
2. Increasing number of people gaining tneir liviihooa
from tne industry.
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Unit c.
" Tlho Are '.79?^^ - A 3tiia^- jf 1^ -'^ 'Tn frmnhirti ' s -^opal ' t ion.
Problem: To hive the pupils makis a stiidjr of ilew Hampshire's
population so that they me:/ :now (1) who the vr.riouG itooks
are that make up tne i»ew Ha^irpGhire po-oul^:tion| (£) \7hy tney
cam-B to i-e'.v Hampshire; (5) what they havj recaaved from and
contributed to IJev; Hampshire; (4) thfe necep.F!-' t-r of incHlc-fiiating
a spirit of iinderstandin;^^ and appreciation of these various
peoples; and (5) to learn hoT7 they may best- v/ork together
for the interests of the State.
I. To establish a point of contact v/ith the pupils for this
study.
A. ?^ind out the birth';laces of the children in the class.
B. ?ind out ^he birthplace of their ancestors- baci'?: four
generations
«
C. I^'ind out the birthplace of th^ir friends.
A discussion of A, 3 end C will open up rather extended
discu£:- ion of na1;ionalit ies .
II. The first people who w^indered over the State.
A. The Indian tribes of NeT Hampshire.
3. Tnat they did f^r living. '
G. Indian characteript ics
.
D. The contacts of the Indians with the ".hite men.
'Z, Why have the Indians as such practically disappeared
from the Stnte? Is it a qoocL or bad thi g th-it Lhey have
disap-neared ?
III. The first seltzers.
A. The coming of the Snglishmen f most of the first cettlers
1/
were 5^nglish.
)
B. '•/hy they came.
1. Economic reasons - the moot laport?^:nt.
2. Heli^^ious re sons.
3. ir'olitic^l reasons.
C. 'That the .English £et"*^lers did for l^ew Harnpshiie.
1. Subdued the country.
2. Conquered the Indians.
32 Established churches, schools, and governraent.
4. Developed t;he resources of the country.
IV. The colonial Americans move into Central and Western New
Hampshire
.
A. 'iVho were they?
1. native born Americans coming inlo x^ew Hampshi e from
other colonies (mostly from x.iaseachusetts Bay Colony and
some from the >]astern section of iTew Hampshire.)
B. Better fitted for the life of a pioneer than the eorly
English settlers. Ifny?
G. Contributions.
1. About same a*^ '=>-i.rly ^^nglish settlers.
E. More independent and self-reliant thc'n the early
Engl i sh ie1 1 1 e r s .
V. The coming of hrrrdy n;':ti rnality - the Sooteh-Irish.
A. Old^background of this breed.
B. ''vTi^j they can- to America?
1. Effect of the English merchant ile system oi£ IJorth Ire-
land .
2. Lacic of religious fre dom.
Z. Desire to better their conditions.
(I
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C. Settled in Londonderyy in 1719.
D. rio'.7 their neig'hbors vie-ved them.
1. Die-liked them bec::iui::e of
a. HeliP:ion (were Presb^t erip.ns . )
b. Diffez-ent mo,nher6.
c. Out epoken.
d. Eeady to fight back
2. In time relations iiTiprov-^d -"nd tha t -o peoples were
workin? together in harmony et ine outbreak of the
Revolution.
15. Contributions.
1. Were ^rood farmerc.
2. Introdnn^'i. the 'vhite potato (the Irish pot^.to) into
ITew }Ie n'p e h i re
.
Z. Introduoed fl^x culture -nd linen manufacture into the
5^,t- te .
4. 7irr;t peopl^^ in A;;ieric- to use a trade-'nar^ - used to
protect their linen products against unscrupulous neighbor
Jyroduct
.
5. Int?r^sted in education.
6. Helped ::i??.teris?lly in the Revolutionary wp.r.
« The return of the Loyalists' descendants.
A. 7/ho ;7ere ^riQ Loyalists?
1. Although enemiefj of the country during the Revolutionary
War the,3/ "nre substantir-l people.
3. Loyalist.; go to ")anada.
G. About 18L0 the descendants of the Loyalists began to return.
1. -Treasons fair return.
a. Econoraic conditions of G,'r;nada poor during this period.
b. Political conditions unsatisfactory in C.-^naaa.
r!^ ^
7 .
c. Hatred against th^ Loyalists ha:: begun to die dov/n.
D -.iovement still continues.
1. People ar3 still coming to iJew H'^:mpshire from Ilova Scotia
iJe'.v Brunswick:, Prince Edward's Isl?.nd and Province of
Ontario
.
2. Llain reason no 7 comin.T is economio.
pl. Contributions.
!• Have made good substantial citizens.
E. Contributions hftve been fus d ^vith those of tne native
stoc^iE
.
VII. The coiainr of the Irish.
A. Old v<orld bacl'Cgrounds
.
1. The 'wretched conditions of the Irisii peasantry.
B. Causes for coming.
1. V.o opportunity in Ireland.
E. The Potato famines of the 1840's i^ev; Irish here before
that ti ne . )
C. How their American neighbors viewed them.
1. Did\ not understand therri at first.
E. Thougnt them uncouth and boisterous.
5. gradually c^^me to appreciate their sterling qualities.
D. Movement continued over a lon"^ p'^riod.
1. Irish ca^i.e in c Jnsidera-le nuraoers until aboit 1907.
E. How many of the States inhanitants are rated as Irish?
S. Reasons for decline.
a. Improved conditions at ho;ne.
E. Contributions.
1. Furnished a much needed labor supply at Lhe time when public
improvements were being made e.g. their labor built most of
i I
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the railroads of IJew Hampshire.
2. Helped d-^velop the textile indaetry.
3. Became citizens r^s sooh -iS possible.
4. Supported loyally their adopted ^overnHiaalili S.g. Civil War.
5. Ixoen for education.
6. Have T:ade m^^ny substantial contributions to the State's
•re If p. re
.
VIII. A polite nationality comes to New Hampshire - the ::Yench-
Canadians
A. Industry in New Hampshire during the Civil War.
1. i^^louriched due o war orders.
2. Labor scarce.
2. ^rench-CanadiPns co:ne in during tne Civil ifcr to supply
tne needed labor.
B. I.iain reason for the coming of the French-Gan&dians due to
desirs to im^-^rove economic condit ionvS
.
C. HO'.v tiie French- Cane. di'^.ns in New Hampshire re^rarded by
their nei.-:hbjrs.
1. Thourrht to be clannish.
2. DisliltecL because of tiieir standards oi livin.?.
3. Gradually have come to ap^-reciate their excellent cualities.
D. ..xovement still continues.
1. Not PS large it once was.
S. Iinproved conditions in Canada.
3. Are Canadians on a < uota basis under the Johnson
Ira-nigration Aot? Why?
4. The French Canadians const itute|the largest foreign population
in tne Stat?. Ho;? many are there?
E. Contributions.
er
rJ9 .
1. Furniched n n)^dea l^^bor supipl'y.
2. Tl^.'oell^nt "0->:->jn.^n ; voric at m«ny occupat I jns
.
Z. Peaceful nnd industrioiis, .^-na generally become citizens
4 . Strong fa-ii ^ y li fe .
5. Polite -oeople .
The >reexs - p^eoe of small shop-keepers.
A. Reason fo? the G-reelcs ooraing' to Ke^v Hampshire.
1. Sconomic.
B. Grree'xS began to come in nuT.bers at tne beginning of tne
EOth Century.
1. Ho'v many 'i-re^ks in the ."i^tate?
2. Very feT coming no^/. ^y?
0. Hot ''.'he people of Ile'.v H?5ra shire regarded th3 i.
1. Had baco.ne u6ed to foreigners by the time tu-37 ca .
D. Activities engaged in.
1. "iJssent i?.lly small £hop-!ieepers
.
a. iTruit stands.
b. Shoe shine ct^Mids.
c . Candy stores
.
d. Hestaurpnts.
2. A ver " f'^.v7 ^re farmers. »7hy not more?
3. '?orr-: in textile nills.
4. Lliscellaneous activities
Contributions.
1. Because of lata arrival not easTT" to gauge contribation
£2. Readily become citisens.
Recent English -.nd Scotch (not uhe colonial settlers.)
A. Reason for coming.
1. Economic.
B. Ho-.r regarded by the people of ITe^v Hamnshire.
9r
1.
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1. Because they blend so •.'ell into the population th'oy -iro
largely Lmnotioed.
C« i^Iainuer in thfe State at present.
B. Contributions.
1. Similar o .-^ those of the e-irly settl ors.
2. Are £^-:illed workmen, e.xpeci.-lly in the textile industry.
2. Headil27' become citizens
.r
.The Poles in I^ew Hampshire.
A. Reasons for comin,^.
1. -Economic.
B. Begpn to come sft-^r the opening of tiie £Oth Century.
1. rIo"i|n^ny in the State?
2. ^ev7^r co'Tii. ng. Why?
CSPeople in i^ew Ha:iipEhire have aoceptad the coming of tne
Poles as a matter of fact.
1. Thy tbis indifference as L;omparid to >revioj.s feeling
ago.inst ne.v arrivals?
D. Activities engaged in.
1. 3-enerally unsiiilled so -vor-^ at any openings avUlable.
a. Textile operat|-VQS
b. Woodsmen - displacing the Canadian - French,
c All kinds of crui-^ fe^ctorv labor.
2. Love of I'ind early causes tnem to sec ii'e fnrus
.
a. Polish farmers in the Con:e ct icui: Hivar Valley region
- of Ilew H?3rnp.::hire.
b. Taking up many of the ab'-^ndoned farms of ITew Hampshire.
2. Seldom engage in commercial i^Gtivities
E. Contribut i j IS
.
1. Be cause of la^re arrive 1 not easy to gauge contributions.
•I
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2. Standard of living could hp, improved.
XI. Lecher foreign ^'ro:i'03 fo md in j''e-7 Ha-an8hire.
A. Russians.
B. ItBlisns.
^v/edieh.
D. "'-^r'n^-'iB
^. ^in :s.
:^
.
Lithii8ni«ns
.
Treat in a nsnner sijiiii-'^l' to th«^t of ot h^r foreign groupii,
bat not in so inucn detail. The negro, Chinese, ^d
Japanese elements in I-Iew Haiipsnire -are neglieible.
XII. S^jJiuiary.
A. l^Te\7 HGjupshire is essenti^illy a St^^te of native born porDulation.
1. How many -oeopli in ti'.e 3t" ta are so classifiea?
B. ^oreig-n born (regardless of -.vhether the:/ ars citizens or not)
constitute 20. of th.-^ total popul-^tijn.
1. Thos^: born in ^anaaa constitute b7 of the foreign-born
po oalat i rn .
2. Those born in British Isles constitute l^,7^o of the foreign
born population.
0. Americaniza ti jn.
1. 'That is it and .hat is it not?
a. .riVG and ta-ie cpiri'. necessary.
2. Has I^ew Hampshire a ssrious Americanization problem?
D« future po pal at Id n of ile-.v Hampshire .
1. Will bo lna?eagine:Xy native born. ^ Why?

Unit if- 6
.
-Probld^i: i'o otady '.'.nat i^iev/ -...apt^nire i;. -'oinj in xigri call are
so. tnat "Ch^ papiis may .oio.v (1) the natar^i ana. extent of agrioait are
in iJe'7 HanipSiiire at tne precent ti.iio; (2) the favoraoie an.: unfavor-
able conditions for agri.;uluare in tno ^-caue; (o) xne story of one
development of agriciiltare in Uew liampshire ; (4) wh,;re and. how tx^e
farmers of i«e'" Hampshire markeu tneir crops and products; (c) where
smd how Jer/ nampshira farmers baj?" their suppli^^s; (oJ zrie social
conditions and agencies that r<re '.o be found in tno rural aistricts
ox the State; ma (7) what th-^ prebent trends ana the problems of
ilaw i..?mpsnLre ' s agriculture are.
I To find a point of contact vjith tne cniidren for th-? Gtudy of
What ITew i-laTipshire Is ^oing in Agricait ur>^
«
A» Children -^-ro interested in ilew iiampshire ' s agriculture
be cause
:
1. Jae IJe',v Iiampshire farm products*
2. Live (or nave lived) on far.as
.
^* lOTs. (or have wor.-ied) on far^ns
.
4. Visit far.js
.
o. Observe various farm activities '.vhile traveling in tne
State
.
II. Present status of agriculture in ilew lii-mpshire.
A. A retie-.v of tne treatment of r:griculLure as presented in
Unit #1, The ivesources aid ActivitieiL of iJew iampsnire
may be aada at tnis point to furnish a general viev; of tne
field.
3. liore detailed aescriptions and contributions sno..i.ld be .Ji.xde
at this point as to
r
sci%
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1. 3,Ixtent of a;:r iou.lt lire in tno i^l^ata.
a. Acreage --nd value. 4
iuildin^s and value.
itiachinery aiid value. Trends indioated
d. Crops and value. by tnese 1'i.gures.
e. j^roduots and value. )
f. Animals- iCinds, n.imber, and value i
2. ijuiaber )f people gainfully employed in agriculture in
Hew Hainpsnire ; and tne nuuiber of people living in rural
coramunitlas in tne State. ( Jse the Census classifications
for ti^e above « )
a. Compare .;i oh number snd percentage of urban d^;;ellers .
The State Compendiui'n for New iimapsnire of the 19J60
Census is a storeixOuse of inforaiat ion for those who
can ".narce figures tal-i"
.
3. Areas in vvhieh some one form of agriculture seems uo be
developod more than others,
a. Examples.
1. The wilton U'istrict for fruit.
2. The wOlebroo-i ^^istriot for potaroeL.
ii. The Hockingham County area for poultry.
b. r.Iosr of liew uaapshire'S agriculture would oe classi-
fied as general . V*hy?
III. The conditi )ns under -.'hich Uew Hampshire 's agriculLure
is oar? ied on.
A. !?avorable conditi jus.
1 . lie arne s s to mar :e c s
.
a. i^ew -larnpshire is near oo so:jo oi .ne most densely
populate.^ parts of the uounory- iTew England end the
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Uiddle Atlantic; .itates.
2. aood cransportation.
a. r.ailroadi?
.
b. Highways.
3. Cliraate.
a. Permits the jrov/ing of tuoBt of tne crops jro-,7n in the
north temperdtG zona* (wore favor-.bie i;hai"i ordinarily
supposed.
)
b. rtainfall. Hot? discribatad?
0 . Ismpsrat .ire . Hange ?
4. Soil.
a. xjiOTQ productive than ^i'eneral.Iy sappo&ed, eGx^eoialiy
in river valleys, intervales, and old la.<:e bottoms.
(So:ne hills ,ro productive.)
b. jf glacial oriefin.
c. Intelligent cultivation of zne soil is needed to retai
fertility. iVhat is neant?
5. Intelligent farming' population.
a. "he who maintains the 'American standard of living
from "Cne I^aw England farm is a highly intelligent
person". Wh^t is meant?
V.^b-e story of Agriculture in iiew Hampshire.
A. The m-iin industry of one colonists.
B. The main industry of settlers in 'Jen Xampsnire aio3r tne
Hevolutionary 'ni'ar.
C. Western coraoetetion began to effect heiv liampsh ire's
agriculture about 13,36. In wnat 7/ays?
D. In period of colonization ana. settlement much land ?7as
unwisely cleared. V.hF-it has happened to it?
E. The Civil War and its influencOS on lAQvi Hampsnire ' s

irlOb
agriculture
.
F» Effect of tue uomesteaa Act of 1862 on llew Hajnpsnire ' s
agricult are
.
'j.Ghangee in the crops raised and produces produced.
wnao .VfijLt; Oiic;^ £iii>j. v-my
;
H. The period of decay ends about 1923.
I. New Hampshire's agriculture today is evidently on the
soundest basis thai it has been for seventy-five years.
1. Reasons for this statement. Consult the 1925 Census
Report on Agriculture of Ke?/ iamoshire.
J. Make a study of the history of agriculture in your
home to'.7n«
V. TvQiere and ho'v the New Hampshire farmf^rs market their crops
and produets.
A. Local demand.
1. In 'ifS^ oases ilew ^iampshire farmers do not prodace enough
materials to ;;eet the local demands. Vvhy not?
2. "^ind out the extent to which the i^ew Hampshire farmers
supply the mar.cetc of yo '.r horie tovm.
3. How does the farraer sell locally?
a. To merckfents, either for cash or barter.
b. To the consumer directly.
1. Delivering at the door.
2. Roadside stands.
B. Selling to rhe general market.
I.Boston is the greatest general agricultural maricet for
iJew Hampshireif Boston is the'C3nter for i.*"ew
-iampshire's
export trade in apples.)
2. New York Tmr-^-'t occassionally entered.
S. ^"^anchester ocaESionally offars a market for the farmers

in distant parts fo the Stat^^. Generally is supplied by farmers
in nearby to'vns.
4. Ho^.Y this selling is done.
a. To buyers that coiri'-^ to the farms.
b. Through commission /nerchantE.
G. Through cooperative associations.
C. The problems to be solved in the marketin^; of iJew ^iampshire's
farm products.
1. Production oj^ sufficient amounts to attract buyers.
2. Careful grading.
3. Standard packages and arrangement.
4. irreater cooperation in marketing.
5. Meetini^ Western and Southern competition.
VI. There and hcv the l^e^^ iiampshire farmers buy their supplies.
A. New Hampshire farmers no linger attempt self sufficiency
of the farm. Whnt is meant?
B. Vihere dj the -^'e;? Hampshire farmer c buy their feed-stuffs
for their animals?
1. List the different feed-stuffs Uf.ed on the farm; and find
out where they corae from.
£. Gould thay be profitably produced on ilew Hs.mpshire farms?
^Vhy?
C. "vhere do the ITew Hampshire farmers buy their fertilizers?
1. List the .ertilizerc used on l^ew Hampshire cdiils.
a. "Tht? Big Three"- nitrogen, phosphorus, find potassium.
'iVhat does each do?
b. Lime. "^Ihen used?
2. Fnere do the various materials that go into the fertilizers
come from?
ii
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D. Where ±o the :nachinas used on iv3v/ -Kii.mp shire far.iis go me fro:i?
1. Farming today is reai;!.y a maohine-raan. ^ed industry,
a. Ivlako a list of the machine^^ used on faros today;
compare ith a century ago*
2. Find out where the various macnines are .nade.
a. Fev7 are :aade in I'ew England. Why?
"IS.i'lethods used in buying supplies.
1. Buying individually from the local dealer. Advantages
and disadvantages of.
8. Buying by mail. Advantages and disadvanta,r=:es of.
3. Cooperative buying. Should be encouraged. Why?
VII. The social conditio.. s and agencies in the rural districts
of Hew ^"^aiUpshire
.
A. The educational problem.
1. The recent improvement in rural school systems.
a. Trained teachers.
b. "I^xpert supervision (superintendent of schools required
for every t owci* )
0. Improved buildings.
d. Health work and progress. '
e. State Sc ualizati :)n Fund.
E. Parent-teacners Association. Vs/hat are they doing? '
5. Farm Bureau and its activities are largely educational.
4. The Boys and Jirls Agricultural Clubs, ilature of this worJs.
5. The agricultural fairs, y^j''^ tliey worth-while?
6. 'Vork of the State University in agriC(>i.lture- also
State Agr. Experiment Station and Extention Service.
7. State Dept. of Agriculture and its wor'ti.
/
B. The rural fthuriih proble/a. I
1. Are there too many rural churches of different denominations^'
4
2. The need of finriiTB,! active fih-.irch.
3. '^.Tipt can be done I'or those comrnonitieB that cannot
support a Sharch?
C. l-ural recreation.
1. Need of organized recreation for the raral children of
New Hampshire .
a. Agencies noT at work.
1. Soy Scouts.
2. 0 amp- fire ->irlE.
'i* County Y. I/i. G. A.'s
2 . The 'xrange .
a. Ite -.70 rk and influence.
VIII. Present trends and problems in the agricultural activities
of ^'QV7 -ti-nipshire
.
A. Period of decline of agriculture as a Trhole in
New Hanpshire is over.
1. Consult the 1925 Census returns on tne agriculture
of New Hampshire.
B. Tarowth of "he poultry industry.
1. Promisffis to be permanent and profitable. V;hy?
C. Growth of thS fruit induct ry
1. Apple raising is in a period of expansion. Is Lt
just i fie i ? 'Vhy?
L. The dairy industry.
1. In a precariou.'i position, ''.hy?
2. Very necessary to th^ success of xlew Hampshire's agri-
culture. 7/hy?
E. Trends in other animal production.
1. Sheep at present are slowly increasing. ^Thy? Does
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sheep- raising promise v/--^ll for tha future? \'Ihat ar? its
problems?
S. Swine are declining. 'Thy?
2. Beef cattle in Uevf Hampshire.
a. Are being '^e^t , but have a very uncart viin future, v'/hy?
laarket gardening.
1. r^ound near cities and largely in tne Southern part of uhe
State, 'vhy?
2. Will probably inorese. "hy?
Gr. Increased attention being given .o forestry on ilew
Hamp £ h i re fP T ;ns .
1. A very wise policy. 'Ahy?
2. "',7ith the practise of scientific forestry much of the
futur'5 prosperity'' of rural IJew Hampshire; is involved,"
T/hat is meant?
H. The problem of meeting competition.
Already discussed under {^y- /fl^J.
I. The problem of taxation.
1. A very serious problem. Why?
2. An income tax might hejp. Hny?
7III. New iiampshire will always be a land in which agriculture
is Gonduete.L.
A. Explain this statement. (The answer can be made to aerve as
a summaary for tne entire study of iiew Hojnpshire ' s
agriculture
.
)
The ne-=-t thin^^; ore;..ented represents he recult of 'in attempted
ob jectivestudy in place geography of Hew Han^shire Based on a
ne-vvspaper study for six days. The study has be ^n aeecribed else-
where in the thesis. Another stud y is to b:^ undertaken in

mo
the sprin : so that , e^^son' ble vsriations may be taken into
acGoiint in the final aoale for location.
Scale of Uew Hanpshire Cities and Towns as ...ent i jn;Dd in
Current newspapers of the State. (A study of six
1. lianchester 1424
2. Nashua 965
5 . Ze ene 757
4. Conoord 592
5. Portsmouth 585
6. Dover 497
7. HoBhester 475
8 . Durham 364
9. Mil ford b40
10/ 35x8ter 319
11. Hanover 215
12. East Jaffrey 205
12. Berlin 198
14. Tilton 140
15. Glaremont 130
16. Epping 124
17. Derry 124
18. Laoonia 118
19. aoffstown 110
20* Hew market 103
21. Plymoathp 104
22. Suncoolc 89
2if . Golebrook 87
24. WaliQOle 84
r
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25. Enfield
26. x'em'brolie
27. Peterborough
There is little ne-^d at this point for continuation of
presentation in datailed for^n of the otner units prepared.
Statement of their titles, however, woald give nn idea of
their nature and scope. Among them are
1. The Textile Industry in Ke-v Hanapshire.
2. "Shoeing People" or A 'Study of iJew Hampshire's Boot and
Shoe Industry.
3. "Paper from Trees^' or A Study of Ne.-;' Hampshire's Paper
Industry".
4. "New Hampshire's '^nite Goal" or a Study of the .Vater Power
of the State.
b. "An Ap:ole a Lay Keeps tiie l^octor Away" or h Study of the
?ruit Raising Industry in New Hempshire.
6. "The HOGX -ilternal ' or A Study of ITew Hampshire-'
s
Granite Industry.
7. New Hampshire's ::zperiments and Progress in Self-
Jove rnment .
8. New Hampshire's Educational ^-rogress.
9. " A Bee-hive of Industry" or A S4.udy of the City of
Manchester (a type study.)
10. Ne 7 Hampshire's Scientists.
11. "Silk from ants" or A S:^udy of New Hampshire Artificial
Silk Industry.
12. "iiaeping Hew Hampshire Together" or A Study of
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Transportation and Communication in New Hampshire.
13. "The Policy of a Thoughtful People'' or A study of Conser-
vation in New Hampshire.
14. Some Noted Sons and Daughters of New Hampshire (other than t
those mentioned in previous units) and Their V/orks.
Etc.
In drawing this thesis to a conclusion it is well to submit a
brief summary.
This thesis represents an effort made in curriculum construction
with senior normal school students to present the resources , the de-
velopment
,
and the contributions of a state (New Hampshire ^so that
they may be in possession of accurate information concerning a state
and icnow the proper techniques to use in presenting the materials to
pupils of the upper elementary or junior high schools. In epitome it
is an attempt to have the teachers of the imjuediate future think ed-
ucationally, for improvement in curriculum construction can only come
about through active teacher participation.
The proper techniques to be used in this Course are those of the
problem and of the appreciation. The problem technique will predom-
inate .
e subject matter colected and organized in this thesis repre-

sents an attempted iindert a:^ins on the basis of objerctlve studies to
give some degree of validity. To give the materials used in this
Course the desired degree of validity will require more time than
has yet be3n expended on the Course. (This is the first year it has
been given. ) Yet , this degree of validity is one of the most desirable
accomplishments .However, this can only be done through a continuous
effort extending over a series of years.
In this thesis an attempt has been made to gather and so formu-
«
late the materials that they will be in keeping with the psychologic-
al and sociological outcomes of education* The ability to think Hiij:^
through and reason clearly are the sought outcomes of the problem
technique , while the development of the proper attitudes , ideals ,§.nd
behaviourist ic tendencies are those which are desired through the
appreciation method. Sociologically the outcomes sought are well expres-
sed in "The Seven Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education" , more
especially those of citizenship .ethical charaoter, vocational opportun -
ity,and worthy use of leisure time.
The thesis is an initial attempt to present the resources and ac-
tivities, the development , and the contributions of a state (llew Hampshire)
in a manner that teachers and teachers of the near future may actually
use in the schoolroom. Since it is a pioneer effort, it is realized that
' it has many of the shortcomings as to finish and nicety that so general^
ly mark pioneer attempts and accomplishments .Yet , it is hoped that
it does possess those solid fundamental characteristics and qualities
(
that will permit the balUing of a substanial finished
product in the
course of time.
- ,
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